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Gene expression is regulated through multiple mechanisms including epigenetic means,
such as chromatin structure. Chromatin structure is heritable and ensures the proper transmission
of gene expression programs to future daughter cells. However, switches in the expression state
of a gene are observed in many organisms. While epigenetic switching is evident in various
organisms, crucial for human cell differentiation, and implicated in multiple diseases, the
underlying mechanism for such conversions is not fully understood.
To study epigenetic switching in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, I specifically looked at the
subtelomere of chromosome VII. Because these regions undergo random epigenetic switches
about once per 20 generations, genes typically display both the active or silenced state. I used the
Telomere Position Effect (TPE) variegation assay, previously established in our lab, to determine
the frequency of switches of a reporter gene inserted at this subtelomere. Previously we have
shown that two genes, CAC1 and RRM3, affect the frequency of such conversions. In these
earlier studies, we used a reporter construct that removed the natural subtelomeric elements
found at chromosome VII. In the current study, I attempted to identify the role these removed
elements play in epigenetic conversions by using the TPE variegation assay with both the
standard reporter construct and a modified reporter construct that includes the elements.
Using the standard reporter, I confirmed the involvement of two additional genes in
epigenetic switching, SAS2 and, very mildly, RTT106. Meanwhile, the addition of subtelomeric
elements appeared to increase the frequency of conversions from the active to silent state in all
tested strains and matched previous silencing data, however it appeared to have no impact on

conversions from the silent to active state. I noted substantial concerns regarding this assay when
using the modified reporter construct, particularly when selecting for the silenced state. Using
PCR, I deduced that the incidence of false positives with the modified construct was enhanced
compared to the standard construct. This enrichment was particularly evident when selecting for
the initially silent state of the modified reporter construct. These false positives could be
occurring due to the prolonged presence of the integrating construct in a non-integrated form,
made possible by the origin of replication sequences within the subtelomeric elements. In the
future, to understand the role subtelomeric DNA may play in epigenetic switching, the assay will
need to be re-optimized to reduce the number of false positives.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Epigenetic regulation of gene expression

Epigenetics refers to the heritable changes in expression state caused by modifying
chromatin structure rather than the underlying DNA sequence (1). The expression state is defined
as the status of DNA in terms of its ability to be transcribed; the two potential states are silenced
or expressed. Examples of different epigenetic mechanisms include DNA methylation, histone
variants, RNA-related silencing, and covalent histone modification, all of which have the
potential to alter the expression state of DNA (2, 3). Similar to classical genetics, these
epigenetic states are heritable and can therefore be passed on stably for multiple generations (4).
1.2

Nucleosome modifications

In eukaryotes, DNA is found wrapped around a histone octamer creating a repeating unit
known as the nucleosome. Nucleosomes are composed of two sets of four histones (H2A, H2B,
H3, and H4). The functional purpose of the nucleosome is to compact or package DNA (5).
However, they are also involved in the regulation of gene expression. When DNA at a particular
locus is expressed, it is normally found in a less compacted state, called euchromatin.
Conversely, highly compacted chromatin (known as heterochromatin) is correlated with genes
that are transcriptionally silenced (3). The compaction behavior exhibited by nucleosomes can be
directed by post-translational, covalent modifications to the N-terminal tail regions of specific
histones; this is the epigenetic phenomenon of nucleosomes modification (6).
Another example of nucleosome modifications includes methylation, the addition of a
methyl group to specific residues of the histone tail. Methylation of specific residues can result in
increased chromatin compaction thereby making DNA inaccessible to transcriptional machinery
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(7). De-methylation of histones is not as well associated with a specific change in the
transcription state of DNA (8).
One of the best-characterized histone modifications is the addition or removal of an
acetyl group (9). The addition of an acetyl group (called acetylation) is universally associated
with a decrease in chromatin compaction thereby exposing DNA to transcriptional machinery
and allowing gene expression to occur (9). The removal of acetyl groups (called deacetylation) is
associated with an increase in affinity between the nucleosome and DNA resulting in tightly
compacted chromatin that is transcriptionally silent (10).
1.3

Significance of epigenetic regulation

Some human pathogens, including the parasites Plasmodium falciparum and
Trypanosoma brucei, rely on epigenetic switching to evade the host immune response (11).
These parasites use antigenic variation in which they silence all but one of a family of
subtelomeric genes (called VSG for variant surface glycoprotein in T. brucei and VAR, variant
surface antigen, in P. falciparum) and occasionally switch to activate others, thus evading the
emerging immune response (12, 13). Importantly, only a single VSG or VAR gene is active at any
given time demonstrating the tight regulation of epigenetic expression states for all involved
genes. The dynamic ability to switch the expression states of multiple genes, one at a time, also
demonstrates the importance in studying epigenetics to understand the relationship between
environment (in this case, the host immune response) and an organism’s ability to acclimate and
respond quickly through epigenetic switching.
In addition to its role in transmitting environmental cues, the establishment and
maintenance of epigenetic states is critical for the successful development of an organism. For
example, the epigenetic maintenance of silenced and expressed DNA plays an essential role
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during cell differentiation in all higher order animals (14). Although the underlying genetic
information is the same in the vast majority of cells, the expression state of particular genes is the
differentiating factor in deciding the function and identity of each cell. Once an expression
pattern is established through epigenetic means, that pattern is faithfully maintained in all future
daughter cells demonstrating the resilience of epigenetic memory (15). A key example of the
importance of epigenetics for development is seen in X-inactivation in mammalian females
where one X chromosome, either the paternal or maternal, is randomly selected and silenced by
epigenetic means and that same X chromosome is silenced in all future cells (16).
Untimely expression or silencing of genes can result in a multitude of human diseases
including the likes of cancer (2). Aside from cancer, there are numerous other epigenetic-related
diseases that can result from loss of correct epigenetic expression state including ATR-X
syndrome (caused by skewed X-inactivation), ICF syndrome (caused by limited
hypomethylation of DNA), and Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (caused by reduced production of
CREB-binding protein, a protein involved in histone acetylation) (17). Before any mention of
potential therapies for such diseases, the fundamental knowledge of epigenetics must be
expanded through the pursuit of more knowledge-based studies.
1.4

Epigenetic inheritance: nucleosome reconstitution at DNA replication forks

Following DNA replication and mitosis, two identical daughter cells with the exact same
DNA are produced. DNA is replicated in a semi-conservative manner using the parent DNA
strands as a template to create the new strands. Similarly, the nucleosomes and the epigenetic
markings found on the original histones must be replicated for this new DNA. This process
ensures that daughter cells inherit the correct epigenetic markings and is crucial for faithful
transmission of the pre-existing chromatin state in all cell types (18).
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During DNA replication, the existing nucleosomes are disassembled ahead of the
replication fork by histone chaperones, FACT (Facilitates Chromatin Transcription complex) and
Asf1p (Anti-silencing Function 1). Asf1p passes the parental H3-H4 histones to the histone
chaperone complex, CAF-1 (Chromatin Assembly Factor 1), found behind the replication fork
(19). In addition to CAF-I, another histone chaperone called Rtt106p (Regulator of Ty1
Transposition 106) is also found behind the replication fork and is physically associated with
CAF-I (20). Separately, Asf1p passes free, newly synthesized H3-H4 histones to CAF-1 and
Rtt106p. CAF-I reassembles both the parental and new histones to form nucleosomes on the
newly synthesized DNA strands (Figure 1). H2A and H2B histones are disassembled and ferried
by FACT. Subsequently, “reader” proteins (those with specific domains for the epigenetic mark)
recognize the modifications on the old histones and recruit histone modifying enzymes to recreate the same modifications on the new histones. Thus the epigenetic state is preserved
following the passage of the replication fork (18).
Epigenetic switching between the active and silent state of the gene is observed in a
variety of different contexts and organisms including humans (21) yet surprisingly little is known
about the exact molecular mechanism that causes a switch between expression states. One
hypothesis is that epigenetic switching is associated with DNA replication fork pausing (18).
There is a great deal of circumstantial evidence that supports this explanation. From a past
experiment, it was found that epigenetic inheritance of the silenced state can only be reestablished after passage through the S phase of the cell cycle (22). Also, epigenetic switches are
more frequently seen in the subtelomeric regions where fork pausing is shown to be at a higher
incidence (23). Deletion of CAC1, the replication fork protein that preserves the parental
epigenetic markings on histones and passes them on to the newly synthesized DNA, was shown
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to result in a phenotype where cells were rendered unable to switch between expression states
(24). Despite the mounting number of evident links between DNA replication and epigenetic
switching, a conclusive experiment has yet to link replication fork stalling to an epigenetic
switch and will be of paramount importance in future studies.
1.5

The role of histone chaperones

Various proteins have been mentioned thus far including many histone chaperones. Some
of these proteins are either acknowledged or suspected to additionally play a role in the
formation of heterochromatin. Of the histone chaperone proteins mentioned thus far, many are
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redundant in function(s) thus making it difficult to evaluate the individual contribution of each
protein player.
Chromatin Assembly Factor 1 (CAF-I), a histone chaperone complex responsible for
nucleosome assembly during DNA replication (25), is also well-known for its role in reestablishment of chromatin after encountering DNA damage (26, 27). More recently, depletion
of CAF-I was found to result in an increase in embryonic stem cells resembling totipotent stem
cells (28), implying that CAF-I is necessary for cell differentiation during development.
The CAF-I complex is made up of three subunits (Cac1p, Cac2p, and Cac3p) with Cac1p
as its largest subunit (29). Deletion of CAC1 (which codes for the Cac1p subunit) is equivalent to
eliminating CAF-I since the complex cannot function without the Cac1p subunit (30).
Henceforth, reference to deletion of CAC1 will correspond to loss of CAF-I function.
Another histone chaperone, Regulator of Ty1 Transposition 106 (Rtt106p), is involved in
the regulation of chromatin structure in both expressed and silenced chromosomal regions (20,
31). Rtt106p was named for its involvement in the regulation of transposition of Ty1 elements in
S. cerevisiae; deletion of the gene was associated with an increase in transposition (32).
Additionally, previous genetic studies have found that Rtt106p plays a role in heterochromatinmediated silencing (20, 33) and through biochemical studies, Rtt106p was shown to physically
and functionally interact with CAF-I (33).
Anti-Silencing Function 1 (Asf1p), encoded by ASF1, is yet another histone chaperone
involved in depositing old and new H3-H4 histones to reconstitute nucleosomes after DNA
replication. Functionally, Asf1p overlaps with the CAF-I histone deposition pathway (34). Asf1p
was first isolated and identified from a genetic screen in yeast where it was shown that
overexpressing Asf1p resulted in the disruption of telomeric silencing (35). Later, Asf1p was
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shown to interact with histones H3 and H4 and this specific grouping was called the replicationcoupling assembly factor (RCAF) as it stimulated CAF-I’s nucleosome assembly activity (34).
Hir1p, encoded by HIR1, is a component of the HIR (HIstone Regulation) nucleosome
assembly complex and functions as a replication-independent histone chaperone. Unlike the
aforementioned Rtt106p and Asf1p histone chaperones, Hir1p is involved in the replicationindependent exchange of histones such as depositing H2A-H2B dimers onto plasmid or episomal
DNA (36, 37). The HIR complex has also been implicated in histone gene transcription (31) and
heterochromatin-mediated gene silencing (19).
1.6

Gene silencing at the telomeres: establishment and maintenance

Unlike other metazoan organisms, the budding yeast S. cerevisiae does not utilize DNA
methylation in the formation of heterochromatin or for gene repression. Instead, gene silencing
in this organism is mediated by histone deacetylation. In all known cases of gene silencing, a
Histone Deacetylase (HDAC) called Sir2p (Silent Information Regulator 2) is recruited to the
silenced locus. Sir2p specifically acts by deacetylating H4 at lysine (K) residue 16, denoted H4K16 (38). Three additional Sir proteins Sir1p, Sir3p and Sir4p, aid the recruitment of Sir2p and
the spreading of histone deacetylation.
The mechanisms for recruiting Sir2p can vary depending on the locus to be silenced. At
the yeast telomeres, Sir2p can be recruited by two different mechanisms (39). Both of them rely
on sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins. These proteins in turn recruit the Sir proteins to
initiate the cascade events for the stepwise recruitment of Sir2p.
At the telomeres, the key proteins involved in Sir2p recruitment are Repressor Activator
Protein 1 (Rap1p) and the Origin Recognition Complex (ORC). Multiple Rap1 proteins bind to
the telomeric repeats (TG1-3) (40). Once bound, Rap1p recruits Sir3p and Sir4p to form a
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complex, known as the SIR silencing complex (consisting of Sir3p, Sir4p, and the histone tails of
H3 and H4). This complex triggers heterochromatin formation by enlisting Sir2p to deacetylate
nearby nucleosomes (41). The deacetylation activity additionally recruits more Sir3p and Sir4p,
which again recruit Sir2p (Figure 2A). ORC is also involved in silencing at the telomeres as it
binds to origins of DNA replication and recruits Sir1p, which can also promote the silencing
process (42). The cycle of recruiting Sir2p and heterochromatin formation continues until the
silencing signal is halted due to the activity of opposing proteins known as histone
acetyltransferases (HATs).
1.7

The role of a histone acetyltransferase: Sas2p

HATs are proteins with the ability to add acetyl groups to specific lysine residues found
within the N-terminal tail of specific histones (43). HATs directly oppose the deacetylation
activities of HDACs, such as Sir2p, by acetylating the same lysine residues on the histone tails.
Incidentally, these opposing enzyme activities create a fluctuating boundary between
heterochromatin and euchromatin at the telomeres that halts the progression of the silencing
signal (Figure 2B).
Something About Silencing 2 protein (Sas2p), encoded by the SAS2 gene, is an example
of such a HAT. The major role played by Sas2p is to directly counteract the deacetylation
activities of Sir2p (38, 44). While Sir2p deacetylates H4-K16, Sas2p acetylates this exact
position and therefore works as an antisilencing factor. The actions of Sir2p and Sas2p are
believed to create the dynamic boundary at the telomeres between heterochromatin and
euchromatin, mentioned previously (38). Intriguingly, from two-hybrid screens and
coimmunoprecipitation experiments, Sas2p was found to physically interact with Cac1p (45).
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1.8

Position Effect Variegation and Telomere Position Effect

Classical examples of epigenetic silencing are seen in the phenomena of Position Effect
Variegation (PEV) (46) and Telomere Position Effect (TPE) (47). Both phenomena are due to
the powerful silencing signals emitted from large, compacted heterochromatin structures such as
the centromere/mating type loci (PEV) or the telomeres (TPE).
Large heterochromatin structures can exhibit position-dependent silencing capabilities
over the adjacent or nearby genes. Heterochromatic expanses act as focal points for the
recruitment of DNA heterochromatic proteins, thus the observed silencing of adjacent areas
could be due to a spillover effect (48).
Interestingly, the expression state of nearby genes is meta-stable, meaning that after many
generations of stable silencing or stable expression, the gene can switch to the opposite
expression (active or silent) state re-stabilizing again (18). These fluctuations or conversions of
epigenetic states occur due to changes in the compaction of the chromatin.
Position Effect Variegation was first reported in the eyes of Drosophila melanogaster
(49). Due to a chromosomal inversion event, the gene for the synthesis of the red eye pigment
(white) was moved from its normal position to a new location in close proximity to the
centromere. The silencing signals emitted from the centromeric chromatin domain stably
repressed the gene in some cells, producing white patches. At the same time, the gene was still
actively expressed in other cells, producing red patches (49) (Figure 3A).
Variegation is not specific to D. melanogaster nor to the centromere. When the S.
cerevisiae gene ADE2 encoding an enzyme involved in the adenine biosynthesis pathway is
placed adjacent to the telomeres in a heterochromatic region, the gene is silenced. The lack of
expression results in the build-up of a red intermediate from the biosynthesis pathway, which is
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observed by the appearance of a red yeast colony (47). When the gene is placed in a euchromatic
region, the gene is expressed and no build-up of the red intermediate occurs, thus the colony
appears white. Intriguingly, when the ADE2 gene is placed at a boundary region between
euchromatin and heterochromatin, the colony shows variegated expression, having segments of
both red and white visible (47) (Figure 3B).
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1.9

Telomere Position Effect variegation assay

To quantitate epigenetic switches, our lab developed the TPE variegation assay using
URA3 as a reporter gene (for technical details, see Section 4.1). The use of URA3 as a reporter
was common for studying telomeric silencing in the past (50–52) and remains a milestone in the
field of gene silencing. Briefly, the URA3 gene is inserted at the subtelomere and silenced due to
close proximity to the telomere. Using this reporter gene as a baseline for silencing, DNA
elements were placed between the reporter gene and telomere and assessed for their ability to
propagate or halt the silencing signal (53).
Telomeric silencing itself is an epigenetic switch of the reporter gene, in which the
reporter is initially active and switches to its silenced state. Switches from the active to silent
state represent one half of the TPE variegation assay; by including the other half, the switches
from silent to active, we were able to study epigenetic switches from both directions (24). Our
lab was the first to look at epigenetic switches from the silent to active state. By testing various
single gene deletion strains, we were able to identify candidate genes suspected to be involved in
the process of epigenetic switching (24).
1.10 Loss of variegation phenotype: Δcac1, Δrtt106, Δsas2, Δrrm3
The TPE variegation assay was used to identify specific haploid yeast strains Δcac1 and
Δrtt106 (24), then later Δrrm3 and Δsas2 (54), that all displayed a reduced frequency of
epigenetic conversions at the telomeres, referred to as a loss of variegation phenotype. The loss
of variegation phenotype is characterized by the majority of cells remaining in their initial
selection state (with their reporter gene remaining silent or expressed). Most of these cells are
impaired in their ability to switch the expression state of their reporter gene (compared to wild-
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type). This phenotype is attributed to the deletion of an essential gene product assumed to be
involved in the process of epigenetic switching.
Another possibility that could account for the de-regulation in the frequency of epigenetic
switching observed in mutant strains is the genomic stability of these strains. To attribute the
observed de-regulation in switching solely to epigenetic causes, the risk of increased
mutagenesis needs to be considered when analyzing gene deletion strains.
1.11 Defining protosilencers and anti-silencers
The DNA elements that are responsible for the recruitment of the Sir proteins are called
silencers. These are defined as strong cis-acting elements that can silence a gene by themselves
and without the aid of additional DNA elements. These DNA elements act as a focal point of
assembly for Sir protein complexes (10). Examples of silencers in yeast include the telomeres
and the mating type loci, both of which act as strong positions for the anchorage of Sir proteins.
On the other hand, protosilencers are weaker silencers that cannot function alone but have
the ability to propagate and enhance the silencing signal from a nearby silencer (51). Specific
DNA elements found at the yeast subtelomeres act as protosilencers to propagate telomeric
silencing through the spreading of Sir2p (53). Deviating from the definition of protosilencers, the
concatemerization of multiple protosilencers was found to result in the creation of a cluster able
to independently induce silencing (55). This suggests that the repetitive nature may be the
underlying factor in creating true silencers.
The mechanism of silencing relies on the propagation of the SIR complex but has a few
different proposed models of action. One of these models is known as the spreading or “oozing”
model of silencing (56). The spreading model is best characterized for its linear depiction of
silencing as a continuous, uninterrupted spreading of the SIR complex (57). Contrary to the
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spreading model, silencing was found to be able to skip over an insulator-bracketed gene found
between a silencer and protosilencer suggesting that the spreading action of silencing does not
strictly adhere to a linear model (58).
A second proposed model of silencing, known as the coalescence model, integrates the
experimental evidence against a linear model and instead depicts silencing as a discontinuous
process that relies on three-dimensional DNA-DNA interactions between silencers and
protosilencers via looping (59). In support of this model, direct interaction was observed between
telomeres (silencer) and specific DNA elements (protosilencers) in S. cerevisae (60).
1.12 Subtelomeric DNA elements
The structural ends of chromosomes, known as telomeres, consist of large stretches of
repetitive DNA (TG1-3 repeats in S. cerevisiae, T2AG3 in humans). Telomeres protect the ends of
the chromosome from exonuclease activity and prevent chromosomal end-joining (61). To
achieve these particular functions, the telomeres are free of nucleosomes and are instead tightly
packaged in a specialized protein structure called a “telosome” (62). Six telomere-associated
proteins (including Rap1p) constitute the telosome cap complex (also called shelterin) (63).
Telomeres have been studied extensively in model organisms for a variety of different topics
including aging (64), cancer (65), and gene silencing (21).
Architecturally adjacent to the telomere is the subtelomeric region (also referred to as the
subtelomere). The subtelomere of S. cerevisiae is composed of subtelomeric DNA elements
classified as Core X and Y’. All subtelomeres contain Core X elements, but only some of them
contain the Y’ elements. The Core X element, which is found at every subtelomere, is not as
highly conserved as the Y’ element however the sequence similarity is evident, particularly near
the start of Core X (Figure 4). The Core X element contains short stretches of TG1-3 repeats and
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various other DNA elements (66). Some of these other elements include dispersed DNA-binding
sites for Rap1p and Abf1p (Autonomously replicating sequence binding factor 1 protein), origins
of DNA replication (called ARS for Autonomously Replicating Sequences), and STARs
(Subtelomeric Antisilencing Regions) (66) (Figure 5). The subtelomeric region can also contain
genes, specifically found in the Core X and Y’ elements (67). Unlike telomeres, the subtelomeres
have not been studied as rigorously.
At least one ARS consensus site (ACS) is found within the Core X element at every
subtelomere in S. cerevisiae (58). In addition to the subtelomeres, they are also found flanking
the silent mating type loci that determine the yeast cell mating type (68). As mentioned
previously, ACS acts as a binding site for ORC, which can promote silencing through the
recruitment of Sir2p via Sir1p (69). The ACS found within the Core X is a dormant origin of
replication but has a second function by acting as a protosilencer in wild-type yeast cells (42).
Under genomic contexts, subtelomeric origins of replication rarely fire and instead behave as
protosilencers (58). Similarly in other genomic contexts, ORC, which binds to ACS is also
involved in DNA replication and serves as the starting point for assembly of the pre-replication
complex (70).
As a whole, the Core X region is classified as a protosilencer since it displays the ability
to propagate a silencing signal while remaining incapable of producing silencing autonomously.
In a previous experiment conducted by Lebrun and colleagues, the Core X region was segmented
and studied (58). The authors demonstrated that the ACS motif and the Abf1p binding site
independently contributed to the protosilencing activities of the Core X region in an additive
manner (58). The Abf1p binding site found within Core X binds Abf1p, a transcription factor
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(71). One of the potential explanations for how protosilencing by the Core X occurs is through
the indirect recruitment of Sir2p via the ACS.
Another region in the subtelomere, occasionally also denoted as part of Core X, is the
Subtelomeric Antisilencing Region (STAR). STARs were first discovered in S. cerevisiae and
were described as DNA elements akin to insulators or barriers that prevent the spreading of
silencing (53). In the same paper, the authors experimented with STARs and other DNA elements
to provide an operational definition of protosilencers. They looked at the antisilencing activity of
STARs using a series of constructs with different linear arrangements of DNA elements and a
reporter gene (50, 53). For example, one of their findings was that a strong silencing signal
(transmitted between a silencer and protosilencer) was able to skip over a reporter gene if STARs
bracketed the gene on both sides. In the same scenario, a single STAR on only one side of the
gene was unable to prevent the gene from being silenced. However, by removing the
protosilencer, a single STAR was sufficient to block the silencing signal, thus allowing the
reporter gene to be expressed again (53). While these observations have helped outline the
parameters of STAR activity, the actual mechanism on how STARs function has yet to be
elucidated.
Preliminary research conducted in our lab introduced subtelomeric DNA elements into
the Δsas2 strain to study the impact of these elements on epigenetic switching using the TPE
variegation assay (54). These results showed that the addition of subtelomeric elements increased
the frequency of epigenetic switches from the active to silent state but did not seem to alter the
frequency of switches from silent to active.
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Figure'4.'Sequence'alignment'of'Core%X'elements'found'adjacent'to'every'telomere'in'S.'cerevisiae.'Orange'le)ers'represent'high'
consensus'sequences'that'are'at'least'95%'iden7cal.'Red'le)ers'represent'low'consensus'sequences'that'are'at'least'70%'iden7cal.''

1.13 Summary
To summarize the dynamic nature of the yeast telomeres, the expression state of any
given subtelomeric gene relies on two parallel (but very different) opposing activities, both of
which can contribute to the variegated expression pattern of subtelomeric genes. First, on the
protein level, HDACs (such as Sir2p) remove the epigenetic marks (acetylation) and silence
DNA through heterochromatin formation. Directly opposing HDAC activity, HAT proteins (such
as Sas2p) add epigenetic markings that discourage heterochromatin formation, thereby allowing
genes to be expressed.
Second, on the DNA level, the subtelomeric elements as a whole work to propagate the
silencing signal emitted from the telomeres. Protosilencers (such as Core X, including the ACS)
enhance and relay the silencing signal while STARs oppose this activity and attempt to buffer
silencing. Each of the discussed factors play a role in modulating the silencing signal from the
telomere and as a result, these factors must be considered to understand the impact of epigenetic
regulation on gene expression.
Previously, our lab has identified proteins potentially involved in epigenetic switching at
the telomeres by eliminating the subtelomeric DNA elements (a confounding variable for our
purposes) and looked solely at the expression pattern of a reporter gene in single gene deletion
strains. This synthetic set-up allowed us to identify gene deletions that reduced the frequency of
epigenetic switching.
In a separate study, our lab had begun re-introducing subtelomeric DNA elements in
single gene deletion strains and studied their impact on telomeric silencing (52). In certain
deletion strains, the silencing phenotype was actually enhanced by the loss of subtelomeric DNA
elements (52). The authors concluded that subtelomeric DNA elements act to buffer the intensity
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of both gene silencing and gene expression and in this way evade extreme variations in the
expression of subtelomeric reporters (52). However, the question of whether these elements
affect the frequency of epigenetic switches remains to be addressed.
For the research proposed here, it is essential to study both telomeric silencing and
epigenetic switching in a manner that closely resembles the natural context. To do so, the
subtelomeric elements must be re-introduced before the switching assay is conducted. My
proposed research will attempt to bridge the two former fields of study between the subtelomeric
DNA elements and epigenetic switching at the telomeres by conducting comparison studies for a
variety of gene deletion strains.
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2. RESEARCH PROPOSAL
HYPOTHESIS: The subtelomeric DNA elements affect the frequency of epigenetic switching.
These effects will be enhanced in gene mutants (Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106) that
have previously shown de-regulation of epigenetic switching from the TPE
variegation assay using the reporter construct, URA3-Tel
OBJECTIVES:
1. Generate strains with linearized constructs, URA3-Tel and URA3-CoreX-Tel, integrated
in chromosome VII-L in BY4742, Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106.
2.

Measure the frequency of epigenetic switching in each strain.

3. Assess the mutation rate of specific single and double gene deletion yeast strains.
To compare the impact of subtelomeric elements on the frequency of epigenetic
conversions, two reporter constructs will be used. One of them (URA3-Tel) is the same construct
that was used previously to identify Δcac1, Δrrm3, and Δsas2 as strains that show a de-regulation
of epigenetic conversions. The second construct (referred to as URA3-CoreX-Tel) contains DNA
elements Core X and STAR between the reporter gene and the telomeric repeats, resembling the
“native” subtelomere (Figure 5).
I will use the TPE variegation assay to detect the frequency of conversions from active to
silent and silent to active for both reporter genes. I will compare the contribution of subtelomeric
DNA elements to the frequency in my wild-type yeast strain and in each of my mutant strains.
Additionally, I will also assess the contribution of the DNA elements on telomeric silencing.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1

Growth conditions

3.1.1 Saccharomyces cerevisiae
All yeast strains were routinely grown shaking or rotating at 30°C, the optimal growth
temperature for S. cerevisiae. The doubling time for BY4742, the isogenic wild-type yeast strain,
was approximately 1.5 hours in sterile, non-selective liquid media known as Yeast Peptone
Dextrose (YPD) (1% yeast extract, 2% tryptone, and 2% glucose). Glucose was pre-prepared as
a 20% w/v stock solution and sterilized by autoclaving. Yeast cells were typically cultured
overnight in test tubes containing 3 mL of YPD media.
Selective media known as Synthetic Complete (SC) (2.32 g/L yeast nitrogen base, 2%
pre-sterilized glucose, and essential nutrients listed below in Table 1) was used for culturing
dropout strains, by omitting uracil, adenine, tryptophan, histidine, leucine, any combination of
the previously listed essential nutrients, or arginine. All dropout amino acids and nucleobase
stock solutions (100X concentration) were filter-sterilized using a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone
(PES) membrane before use. SC or YPD medium was also supplemented with other kinds of
selection including SC-arg/CAN plates with 60 ug/mL canavanine, YPD + G418 plates
containing geneticin (G418) at a final concentration of 400 ug/mL, and SC/FOA plates
containing 5-fluoroorotic acid at a final concentration of 0.1% w/v (1XFOA). All supplements
were pre-sterilized before inclusion in solid medium; geneticin and canavanine through filtersterilization with a 0.22 µm PES membrane, and 5-FOA through boiling.
Table 1: Preparation of 100X amino acids (single letter code) and nucleobases for SC medium
Essential
I M F Y V R K T D E S A L W H URA ADE
Nutrient
Mass
20 20 20 20 80 20 40 80 60 60 20 75 50 30 30 20
40
(mg/L)
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3.1.2 Escherichia coli DH5α
DH5α cells were cultured in test tubes containing 3 mL Luria-Bertani (LB) broth (1%
NaCl, 1% tryptone and 0.5% yeast extract) either shaking or rotating overnight at 37°C. The
doubling time for E. coli DH5α cells is approximately 20 minutes in LB. To select for
ampicillin-resistant bacterial strains, both liquid and solid medium was supplemented with
ampicillin (used at a final concentration of 100 µg/mL).
3.2

Plasmid isolation

Bacterial strains containing the plasmid of interest were streaked onto selection plates
containing ampicillin before inoculation into test tubes for culturing cells (see Section 3.1.2).
Once saturated, cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4500 x g for 2 min and the supernatant
was removed. The cell pellet was re-suspended in 100 µL of Solution I (50 mM glucose, 10 mM
EDTA, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5) by vortex. Next, 100 µL Solution II (1% SDS, 0.2 M NaOH)
was added to lyse the cells before neutralizing with the addition of 150 µL of Solution III (3 M
C2H3KO2, 11.5% v/v glacial acetic acid) on ice for 5 min. Cell debris and genomic DNA was
pelleted by centrifugation at 12000 x g for 5 min, and the supernatant containing the plasmid
DNA was transferred to a fresh Eppendorf tube. In the fumehood, 400 µL of phenol chloroform
(1:1) was added to each sample before vortexing for 30 sec. The samples were spun at 12000 x g
for 4 min to separate the layers. The aqueous top layer containing the plasmid DNA was
transferred to a fresh Eppendorf tube containing 95% ethanol (C2H5OH; 1:3) and NaCl (1:50).
To precipitate the plasmid DNA, samples were incubated at -20°C overnight. The plasmid DNA
was pelleted at 12000 x g for 10 min before aspirating the 95% ethanol. DNA pellets were
washed with 1 mL of 70% ethanol, vortexed briefly, and pelleted once again before aspiration.
The tubes were left to air dry for 10 minutes before re-suspension in 20 µL of nuclease-free
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dH2O. To degrade residual RNA, 2 uL of RNase (10 mg/mL) was added to each tube before
incubation in a 37°C water bath for 1 h. To estimate the concentration of the isolated plasmid
DNA, 2.5 µL of the sample was run on a 1% agarose gel. Samples were diluted as necessary to
get an accurate estimate of the concentration by comparison to the brightness of the 1 kb DNA
ladder.
3.3

Restriction enzyme double digest

The reporter constructs were excised from the plasmid DNA via a double restriction
enzyme digest. For the digestion of both plasmids containing URA3-Tel (47) and the URA3CoreX-Tel (53): 5-10 µg of plasmid were digested in a 200 µL total reaction with 30 U of each
enzyme, SalI and EcoRI, in 1X Buffer O (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2,100 mM
NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) for 3 h at 37°C. Restriction enzymes were heat inactivated at 65°C for 20
min, before phenol chloroform purification and ethanol precipitation of DNA as described in
Section 3.2. The DNA was re-suspended in 40 µL of nuclease-free dH2O, and 5 µL was run on a
1.5% TAE agarose gel to confirm complete digestion and estimate DNA concentration.
Correct digestion of the URA3-Tel plasmid produced bands at 3 kb and 2.4 kb (Figure 6).
Correct digestion of URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid produced bands at 3 kb and 3.17 kb (Figure 6).
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URA30CoreX0Tel$
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Figure'6.'Double'digest'of'reporter'
constructs,'using'EcoRI'and'SalI."
Reac'ons"were"run"on"a"1.5%"agarose"
gel"for"50"min"at"120"V."Lane"L"
denotes"the"1"kb"DNA"ladder."Lane"1"
shows"the"undigested"reporter"
construct"plasmids,"URA3DTel"(5.4"kb)"
and"URA3DCoreXDTel*(6.17"kb)."Lane"2"
shows"the"constructs"aKer"diges'on."
AKer"diges'ng"URA3DTel,"the"two"
expected"bands"are"seen"at"3"kb"and"
2.4"kb."The"double"diges'on"of"URA3D
CoreXDTel"produces"bands"at"3"kb"and"
3.17"kb."

3.4

Yeast strains used

Table 2: Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains used for research
Strain
Genotype
BY4742
his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 MATα
W303
his3-11 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trp1Δ2 ade2-1 can1-100
MATα or MATa
Δcac1
W303 cac1::LEU2 MATα
Δcac1*
W303 cac1::LEU2 MATa
Δcac1
BY4742 cac1::KanMX MATα
Δsas2
BY4742 sas2::KanMX MATα
Δrtt106
BY4742 rtt106::KanMX MATα
Δrrm3
BY4742 rrm3::KanMX MATα
Δrrm3
YPH499 rrm3::TRP1 MATa
∆hir1
W303 hir1::HIS3 MATa
∆hir1
BY4742 hir1::KanMX MATα
∆asf1
W303 asf1::HIS3 MATα
∆asf1
BY4742 asf1::KanMX MATα
Δrrm3Δcac1* cac1::LEU2 rrm3::TRP1 MATa
Δrrm3Δasf1*
rrm3::TRP1 asf1::HIS3 MATα
Δrrm3Δhir1*
rrm3::KanMX hir1::HIS3 MATa

Reference
Open Biosystems
Open Biosystems
From J. Tyler
By E. Drury
Open Biosystems
Open Biosystems
Open Biosystems
Open Biosystems
From A. Ivessa
From P. Kaufman
GE Dharmacon
From T. Formosa
GE Dharmacon
By R. Oshidari
By H. Rowlands
By H. Rowlands

*Indicated strains were made in our lab using standard yeast mating and dissection protocols.

3.5

Transformation of S. cerevisiae by electroporation

Single yeast colonies were grown to saturation in 3 mL of YPD before 1 mL was
transferred to a sterile flask of 50 mL YPD to grow to OD600 of approximately 1.0. Cells were
pelleted at 3000 x g for 3 min, and washed in 50 mL then 25 mL of ice-cold nuclease-free dH2O.
After the washes, cells were suspended by vortex in 3 mL ice-cold 1 M sorbitol, centrifuged, and
finally suspended in ~3X the pellet volume of ice-cold 1 M sorbitol. To Eppendorf tubes already
containing the DNA (50-200 ng) of interest, 80 µL of the sorbitol-cell suspension was added and
gently mixed before the contents were all transferred to a 4 mm gapped cuvette and
electroporated using the BioRad Micropulser. The Micropulser was set to “Fungi Sc4”, and the
time constant was noted. For each yeast strain used, a negative control using water in the place of
DNA was also electroporated. After shocking the cells, 1 mL of recovery media (1% yeast
extract, 2% tryptone, 2% glucose, 1 M sorbitol) was immediately added to recover the cells after
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pulsing. Working sterile, the cell suspension was transferred back from the cuvette to the
Eppendorf tube, sealed with a lid lock to prevent accidental opening, and was incubated at 30°C
for 1.5 h to allow the cells to recover and rebuild their walls. The cells were pelleted by
centrifugation and the aqueous layer was decanted until approximately 120 µL of supernatant
remained. Cells were re-suspended in this residual volume before plating on the appropriate SC
dropout plates (i.e. SC-ura3). Plates were divided in half and 100 µL was spread on the first half
while 10 µL was spread on the second half. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 2-4 days until
transformant colonies were observed.
3.6

Integration of reporter constructs in chromosome VII-L of S. cerevisiae

Both reporter constructs used in this study were supplied by other labs (47, 53). Both
constructs contain a URA3 reporter gene, the terminal portion of ADH4, and 81 bp of telomeric
repeats (Figure 5). The final two components are used to target chromosome VII-L via homology
between the telomeric repeats and the endogenous ADH4 gene, the most distal gene on VII-L,
located approximately 20 kb away from the telomeric repeats (72).
After digestion, the linearized reporter construct is expected to integrate in the genome
through homologous recombination (Figure 7). After successful integration, the endogenous
ADH4 gene is deleted and only the terminal portion of ADH4 from the reporter construct remains
in the recombinant telomere (47). This deletion is justified as the gene itself is deemed nonessential, and deletion of the endogenous gene discourages a second homologous recombination.
Practice has shown that the integration of URA3-Tel into the VII-L telomere is close to 100%
efficient.
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Homologous recombination also deletes the natural, full-length telomere found at VII-L
and only the 81 bp of telomeric repeats from the constructs remain. However this truncation
event is temporary as the 81 bp are extended to the average telomere length for the cell within 15
generations (47).
3.7

TPE variegation assay

Yeast strains were transformed with the appropriate construct as described in Section 3.5
before plating on SC-ura3 plates and incubating the plates for 4 days at 30°C. Between 3-8
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colonies were re-streaked from the SC-ura3 plate onto a second SC-ura3 plate and grown for 2
days at 30°C to ensure proper selection of URA3+ cells.
At this step, single colonies were inoculated and grown in YPD media before isolating
the genomic DNA (Section 3.8) and testing for successful integration via PCR (Section 3.9).
From the second SC-ura3 plate, single colonies were re-streaked onto a non-selective
YPD plate to grow for 2 days, allowing for unrestricted epigenetic switching to occur. Using
single colonies from the YPD plate, half the colony was streaked onto a SC-ura3 plate while the
other half was plated onto a SC plate supplemented with 5-FOA (SC/FOA). Colonies grew on
the SC-ura3 in approximately 2-3 days whereas growth on SC/FOA took 4-5 days. Only
colonies able to grow on both SC-ura3 and SC/FOA and positive for the PCR integration test
were chosen to continue for the assay. Single colonies from each type of plate were inoculated in
3 mL of YPD media and grown at 30°C for 20-24 generations (generations referring to cell
division events). Yeast cells grown to saturation in 3 mL YPD culture tubes have undergone
approximately 10-12 generations; 10 µL of the saturated culture was transferred to a fresh YPD
culture tube and grown to saturation again. The final cultures were serially diluted by a factor of
10 and 5 µL of each dilution was spotted on 3 types of plates: YPD, SC-ura3 and SC/FOA
(Figure 8). After 4 days of growth at 30°C, colonies from each plate were counted, and the
percentage of cells growing on SC-ura3 (representing the proportion of cells with an active
URA3 reporter gene, %URA3+) and SC/FOA (representing the cells with a silenced URA3,
%FOAR, for resistance to FOA) was calculated. By dividing the counts on SC-ura3 and SC/FOA
by the counts on YPD (representing the total number of cells, with the reporter gene either active
or silenced), we were able to quantify the proportion of cells that had undergone an epigenetic
conversion. The addition of both fractions (%URA3+ and %FOAR) is expected to equal 100%.
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1.#Transforma,on#reac,ons#plated#on#
SC5ura3#plates#(occasionally#
supplemented#with#G418)#
2.#Single#colonies#re5streaked#on#SC5ura3#plates#
(occasionally#supplemented#with#G418)##

*#
3.#Single#colonies#re5streaked#on#YPD#plates#
(occasionally#supplemented#with#G418)#

Ini$al'selec$on'for'
expressed'reporter'
SC5ura3%

4.#Single#colonies#re5streaked#
on#both#SC5ura3#and#SC/FOA#
plates#

Ini$al'selec$on'for'
silent'reporter'
SC/FOA%

5.#Individual#colonies#inoculated#in#YPD#
medium#and#grown#un,l#satura,on#
(~10512#genera,ons)#

6.#Inoculate#10#μL#of#each#culture#in#fresh#
YPD#medium#and#grow#un,l#satura,on#
(~20524#genera,ons)#

YPD#

7.#Serial#1:10#dilu,ons#of#each#culture#
spoVed#(5#μL)#onto#each#type#of#plate#
SC5ura3%

YPD#

SC5ura3%

SC/FOA#

SC/FOA#

*#
Figure'8.#Flow'chart'depic$ng'steps'for'Telomere'Posi$on'Eﬀect'variega$on'assay.#For#the#PCR#
analyses#conducted#here,#genomic#DNA#was#isolated#from#the#second#SC5ura3%plate#and#the#ﬁnal#SC/
FOA#plate.#
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3.8

Yeast genomic DNA isolation

Single yeast colonies were grown at 30°C to saturation in 3 mL YPD culture tubes. All of
the culture was transferred to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes and spun for 2 min at 12000 x g before the
supernatant was decanted. The pellet was re-suspended in 500 µL nuclease-free dH2O then
centrifuged at 12000 x g for 30 sec before decanting the supernatant and re-suspending the pellet
in residual liquid by vortex. Next, 0.3 g of chilled glass lysis beads were added to each tube
before the tubes were placed on ice and 200 µL of lysis buffer (1M Tris pH 7.5, 0.5M EDTA pH
8, 10% SDS) was added. In the fumehood, 200 µL of phenol chloroform was added before the
tubes were sealed with lid locks. For 30 min at 4°C, the cells were vortexed and bombarded by
glass beads. In the fumehood, 200 µL of 1X Tris-EDTA buffer (1M Tris pH 7.5, 0.5M EDTA pH
8) was added to the tubes before they were spun at 12000 x g for 5 min at 4°C. In the fumehood,
the aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh Eppendorf tube containing 1 mL 95% ethanol and
the tubes were stored at -20°C overnight. The next day, the tubes were spun for 10 min at 12000
x g before the ethanol was aspirated. The pellet was washed in 1 mL of 70% ethanol. The tubes
were air-dried before re-suspension in 400 µL nuclease-free dH2O and 2 µL of RNase A was
added to each tube. The tubes were incubated for 1 hour in a 37°C water bath to degrade RNA.
Next, 40 µL of NaCl and 1 mL 95% ethanol were added before the tubes were stored at -20°C
for 1 hr to precipitate the DNA. The tubes were spun at 12000 x g for 10 min and the ethanol was
aspirated before washing once in 1 mL 70% ethanol. The tubes air-dried for several minutes
before re-suspension in a final volume of 20 µL nuclease-free dH2O. Approximately 2.5 µL of
the isolated genomic DNA was electrophoresed on a 1% TAE agarose gel and the samples were
stored at -20°C indefinitely.
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3.9

Polymerase Chain Reaction

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was conducted using standard reagents in a 25 µL
total reaction. In each PCR tube, 2.5 µL of BioShop PCR buffer mix (-MgCl2), 2.5 µL of 25 mM
MgCl2, 0.5 µL of 10 mM dNTPs, 0.5 µL of 10 µM of both forward and reverse primer, 1 µL of
template genomic DNA (10-100 ng/µL), 0.13 µL standard Taq polymerase. Master mixes were
created using all components except the template genomic DNA and the primers, which were
added individually to each PCR tube (primers were added as primer master mixes). PCR was
conducted using a Biometra T-Gradient thermocycler (program conditions outlined in Table 3).
Table 3: Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) thermocycler program
!
Step
Temperature (°C)
Time
1
Hold
95
∞#
2
Initial Denaturation
95
30 sec
3
Denaturation
95
20 sec
4
Annealing
54
30 sec
5
Extension
72
2 min
Repeat from Step 3
6
Final Extension
72
5 min
7
Hold
23
∞
Total Time = 2 hr 33 min 59 sec

# of Cycles

40

Originally, only the positive test for integration developed previously in this lab was used
to verify integration of the reporter construct. However, due to unexpected observations from the
TPE variegation assay, PCR follow-up was expanded to include additional primer pairs for
further analysis. Six primer pairs, including those testing for full integration of the construct
rather than the small portion captured by the original positive test, were designed. In addition to
positive integration tests, primer pairs testing for no integration were also included. All primer
pairs and expected band sizes are stated in Table 4 (additional information for the primers can be
found in Appendix A) accompanied by a schematic map showing the target binding sites for
each primer (Figure 9).
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Recombinant+Chromosome+VII0L+with+URA3'Tel+integrated+
②

①##

Terminal#por:on#
#of#ADH4%

#
URA3%

78###
bp#

81#bp#TG1(3#repeats#

Recombinant+Chromosome+VII0L+URA3'CoreX'Tel+integrated+
②

①##

Terminal#por:on##
of#ADH4%

④##

#
URA3%

78###
bp#
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⑤ ##
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STAR%
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⑥
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#

Figure+9.+PCR+primer+binding+map+depic;ng+the+rela;ve+binding+loca;on+and+scenario+for+
each+primer.#Primers#A#&#B#were#not#shown#on#the#primer#map#as#they#bind#to#a#diﬀerent#
chromosome.#Primer#pairs#and#expected#band#sizes#are#indicated#in#Table#4.#

Table 4: Primer pairs and expected band sizes
Primer
Expected
Purpose
Pair
Size (bp)
gDNA control
A&B
444
Original test for
1&2
1515
integration
No integration
1&6
1798
No integration 2
1 & 6a
1348

!

Complete URA3

1&4

2372

Complete Core X

3&5

1138

Target
ACT1 on chromosome VI
Genomic DNA from chromosome VII-L and
ADH4 portion of construct
Genomic DNA from chromosome VII-L
Genomic DNA from chromosome VII-L
Genomic DNA from chromosome VII-L until
Core X portion of construct
Portion of URA3 until STAR element in construct
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3.10 DNA sequencing analysis
All sequencing of DNA was performed at the Advanced Analysis Centre Genomics
Facility located in the University of Guelph. The reporter constructs were sequenced using the
forward primer pVZfor2 and the reverse primer URA3for2 (Appendix A). Concentrations of
template DNA and primers were followed according to outlined submission procedures
(http://www.uoguelph.ca/~genomics/).
3.11 Canavanine-resistance mutagenesis assay
The amino acid solution for the SC-arg/CAN plates was prepared with the standard
amino acid master mix shown in Table 1 however arginine was omitted. All components were
filter-sterilized before inclusion in the solid plate medium. L-canavanine sulfate salt
(SigmaAldrich) was used as a solution after re-constitution in nuclease-free dH2O to a final
concentration of 6 mg/mL and was stored at 4°C.
Individual colonies (n=5) from each tested yeast strain were inoculated in YPD culture
tubes and grown to saturation (~10-12 generations) at 30°C. From these culture tubes, 10 µL was
transferred to fresh, new YPD culture tubes and again grown to saturation (~20-24 generations).
From each of the new YPD tubes, 1 mL of culture was spun down at 600 x g for 3 min before the
supernatant was removed. Cell pellets were washed once using nuclease-free dH2O before resuspension in 500 µL of nuclease-free dH2O. Between 2.5-4.5 x 107 cells of each strain were
plated onto both non-selective YPD and SC-arg/CAN plates. The plates were incubated at 30°C
for 4-5 days and the resistant colonies observed on the SC-arg/CAN plates were counted and
divided by the total number of cells plated.
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3.12 Plasmid maintenance assay
Yeast strains were transformed by electroporation (as described in Section 3.5) with
undigested plasmids, URA3-CoreX-Tel and pRS316. Transformation reactions were plated on
SC-ura3/G418 and incubated at 30°C. After 4 days, for each strain, 3 colonies were re-streaked
onto SC-ura3/G418 plates and incubated at 30°C for 2 days.
Three single colonies from each strain were inoculated in 3 mL YPD culture tubes and
grown to saturation. From the saturated culture tubes, 10 µL was transferred into fresh YPD
culture tubes and grown to saturation again (~20-24 generations). Final cultures were serially
diluted (1:10 dilution) and 5 µL of each dilution was spotted onto SC-ura3/G418 and YPD +
G418 plates. The proportion of colonies growing on the SC-ura3/G418 plates were counted and
divided by the proportion of cells growing on YPD + G418 plates to estimate the proportion of
cells that still retained their plasmid (%URA3+) after 20-24 generations.
3.13 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out for comparisons between two samples throughout
many of the experiments conducted in this research. For all data, the two-tailed unpaired T-test
assuming unequal variance was used on Microsoft Excel to determine whether there was a
significant difference in the means between two samples. Data was deemed significant if the pvalue was less than 0.05.
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4. RESULTS
4.1

Experimental strategy and constructs

To study the frequency of epigenetic switching, our lab uses the TPE variegation assay.
This assay utilizes yeast strains with an integrated reporter construct in the VII-L subtelomere.
The insertion of such reporter genes (i.e. URA3) next to the telomere produces a typical TPE
phenotype, which is characterized by random switches between repressed and active states at a
frequency of about once per 20 generations (24). The TPE variegation assay allows us to study
the frequency of these epigenetic switching events in a monoclonal population of cells. Because
we can select and counter-select for both the active and silent state of the URA3 reporter gene,
we can study both types of epigenetic conversions; switches from the active to silent state and
switches from the silent to active state.
URA3, normally found on chromosome V, encodes the enzyme orotidine-5'-phosphate
(OMP) decarboxylase, which converts OMP to uridine monophosphate (UMP) (73). To select
for cells expressing URA3, plates lacking the nucleobase uracil (SC-ura3) are used. Only strains
capable of synthesizing their own uracil are able to grow on these selective plates. To counterselect for URA3, SC plates are supplemented with 5-FOA (SC/FOA), which is converted by
OMP decarboxylase into 5-fluorouracil, a pyrimidine analogue toxic for the cell. Thus, cells
expressing URA3 die on SC/FOA plates (74). Notably, three types of cells have the ability to
grow on SC/FOA plates: either those with their URA3 gene silenced, those with their URA3
mutated and rendered non-functional, or those lacking the URA3 gene entirely.
The reporter construct, URA3-Tel, is used to identify gene candidates involved in
epigenetic switching at the telomeres. Successful insertion of this construct results in the deletion
of about 20 kb of DNA found at the distal end of chromosome VII-L, including the natural
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subtelomeric DNA elements at this site (47). Due to the fact that subtelomeric elements affect
gene silencing (52, 53), the deletion of this subtelomeric DNA removes a potential confounding
variable when evaluating factors suspected to be involved in the epigenetic switching at the VIIL telomere. To study the effect of these subtelomeric elements on switching, I generated yeast
strains that contain a modified construct, URA3-CoreX-Tel. This construct contains the
subtelomeric elements Core X and STAR isolated from chromosome II-R.
In this study I used the isogenic wild-type yeast strain BY4742 and 3 single gene deletion
strains: Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106. All gene deletion strains transformed with the URA3-Tel
construct previously displayed different levels of a loss of variegation phenotype. The deletion
strains share the same genetic background (BY4742), were acquired from the yeast knockout
collection (YKC), and have a KanMX cassette replacing the target genes and conferring
resistance to G418.
In the BY4742 strain, the insertion of URA3-Tel at VII-L produces about 30% FOAR cells
(proportion of cells that grow on SC/FOA) and 70% URA3+ (proportion of cells that grow on
SC-ura3) (52). This ratio reflects the natural switching ability by the reporter gene in cells either
initially selected as active or silent. Deviation from this ratio is considered evidence for the deregulation of TPE (24). A loss of variegation phenotype is characterized by cells that appear to
be impaired in their ability to switch the expression state of the reporter gene from the initial
selection. The phenotype observed in Δcac1 URA3-Tel cells is typically used as a benchmark for
determining loss of variegation.
4.2

Loss of variegation phenotypes in Δcac1, Δsas2, Δrtt106 using URA3-Tel

Previous research in our lab has found that the frequency of epigenetic switching in
Δcac1 cells is diminished. Preliminary data have suggested a similar phenotype in Δsas2 and
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Δrtt106 cells. In this study, I attempted to reproduce these preliminary experiments using the
TPE variegation assay and add the analysis of epigenetic changes at telomeres with the
subtelomeric DNA elements.
In the BY4742 URA3-Tel strain, initial selection on both SC/FOA and SC-ura3 produced
approximately 35% FOAR cells and 60% URA3+ cells (Table 5). This ratio is close to the
previously observed ratio of about 30% FOAR to 70% URA3+ cells.
Table 5: Average %FOAR (± SD) and %URA3+ (± SD) cells in the variegation assay for
frequency of epigenetic conversions in strains transformed with URA3-Tel
Initial Selection on SC/FOA
Initial Selection on SC-ura3
Strain
n
R
%FOA
%URA3+
%FOAR
%URA3+
BY4742
8
34.1 ± 16.6
60.0 ± 14.9
36.6 ± 6.7
60.3 ± 8.3
∆cac1
5
92.5 ± 15.6
15.8 ± 12.8
1.6 ± 1.6
96.1 ± 7.0
∆sas2
5
88.1 ± 8.8
3.3 ± 4.7
0.1 ± 0.4
97.9 ± 8.6
∆rtt106
5
75.0 ± 22.6
35.6 ± 7.2
39.1 ± 19.9
67.8 ± 11.4
The loss of variegation phenotype previously observed in Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106
URA3-Tel was reproduced as shown in Figure 10. As observed beforehand, the Δcac1 URA3-Tel
strain displayed a severe loss of variegation phenotype (24). When initial selection was for the
active state of URA3 (SC-ura3), after approximately 20 generations, 1.6% of the cells were
FOAR while 96.1% of the cells were URA3+ (Table 5). Conversely, when initial selection was
for the silent state of URA3 (SC/FOA), 92.5% of the cells were FOAR while 15.8% were URA3+
(Table 5). By comparison, Δrtt106 URA3-Tel displayed a much more modest loss of variegation
phenotype, also similar to what has previously been observed (24). For Δrtt106 URA3-Tel, only
the %URA3+ cells initially selected on SC/FOA was statistically significant in difference,
compared to the wild-type strain (Appendix E).
For Δsas2 URA3-Tel, our lab has previously shown that the strain displayed no loss of
variegation (24) and later by another lab member, a very severe loss of variegation phenotype
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(54). After measuring the frequency of epigenetic conversions, I also observed a severe loss of
variegation in Δsas2 URA3-Tel cells. When initially selecting for the active state, after
approximately 20 generations, 0.1% of the cells were FOAR while 97.9% of the cells were
URA3+ (Table 5). When the initial selection was for the silent state, 88.1% of the cells were
FOAR while 3.3% were URA3+ (Table 5). These results imply that deletion of SAS2, similar to
deletion of CAC1, greatly diminishes epigenetic switching and suggest that Sas2p may play a
role in the process of epigenetic switching at the VII-L subtelomere.
For statistical analyses, the %URA3+ cells (white bars) and %FOAR cells (black bars) in
Figure 10 were compared to the corresponding cells for the wild-type strain. As cells were
initially selected on both SC-ura3 and SC/FOA, four p-values are associated with each strain
transformed with URA3-Tel (Appendix E). The loss of variegation phenotype for Δcac1 URA3Tel and Δsas2 URA3-Tel was statistically significant compared to the wild-type strain as each of
the p-values calculated, from both initial selection conditions, was less than 0.05 (Appendix E).
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Figure'10.'TPE'variega0on'assay'results.!Cells!were!ini*ally!selected!on!either!SC/FOA!for!the!
silent!state!of!the!reporter!gene!(top!panel!of!graphs)!or!on!SC<ura3%for!the!expressed!state!of!
the!reporter!gene!(lower!panel!of!graphs).!A?er!growing!for!20<24!genera*ons,!the!
propor*on!of!FOA<resistant!cells!(FOAR)!(cells!with!their!reporter!gene!silenced,!represented!
by!black!bars)!and!URA3+!cells!(those!with!their!reporter!gene!expressed,!represented!by!
white!bars)!were!counted.!For!all!strains!(transformed!with!either!URA3<Tel!or!URA3<CoreX<
Tel),!both!ini*al!selec*ons!states!and!all!black!and!white!bars!were!compared!to!the!wild<type!
strain,!BY4742.!All!bars!were!sta*s*cally!signiﬁcant!(p!<!0.05)!compared!to!the!wild<type!
strain!excluding!those!indicated!!by!!.!!
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4.3

Effect of subtelomeric DNA on telomeric silencing

Previously, our lab routinely studied telomeric silencing by looking at the conversions of
the URA3 reporter gene from the active to silenced state (measured by %FOAR cells). Later, this
assay was expanded to include silent to active conversions, and became known as the TPE assay
(24). Thus, in addition to epigenetic switching, the research conducted here also assessed the
impact of subtelomeric elements Core X and STAR (represented by URA3-CoreX-Tel) in terms
of their combined ability to affect telomeric silencing.
Strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel were initially selected by two consecutive
passages on SC-ura3 plates before growing in non-selective media for 20-24 generations. The
percent of FOAR cells was calculated and compared to the same strains transformed with URA3Tel, following the same steps. Similar to past studies (52), the silencing observed from the wildtype strain BY4742 transformed with URA3-Tel and URA3-CoreX-Tel is used for comparison
with gene deletion strains.
Previous research from our lab looked at the effect of different combinations of
subtelomeric elements on telomeric silencing using various constructs (52), including URA3-Tel
and URA3-CoreX-Tel (known as GF6 in the reference and in the literature). My findings are in
agreement with those observed previously in our lab. Specifically, I was able to reproduce the
trends observed by Power et al. (2011) in BY4742 and Δsas2. Like the authors, I observed a loss
of silencing phenotype in Δsas2 URA3-Tel when compared to the wild-type strain but the
addition of subtelomeric elements (URA3-CoreX-Tel) significantly increased (p = 2.0 x 10-4) the
proportion of FOAR cells, compared to Δsas2 URA3-Tel (Figure 11).
In addition to reproducing this previous data, I also contributed new data for silencing in
Δcac1 and Δrtt106 strains by assessing the impact of subtelomeric DNA. Similar to Δsas2
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Figure'11.'Percentage'of'FOAR'cells'in'strains'transformed'with'URA3:Tel'and'URA3:CoreX:
Tel.!Cells!were!ini*ally!selected!on!SC2ura3!and!grown!for!20224!genera*ons.!Percentage!FOAR!
was!measured!in!at!least!3!technical!replicates.!Average!%FOAR!±!SD!were!calculated!and!
ploGed.!Data!is!from!Tables!5!and!6.!The!error!bars!in!the!ﬁgure!correspond!to!the!standard!
devia*on!(SD).!Sta*s*cally!signiﬁcant!URA32CoreX2Tel!strains,!showing!a!greater!propor*on!of!
%FOAR!cells!compared!to!URA32Tel!strains,!are!indicated!by!the!asterisks!(p!<!0.05).!!

URA3-Tel, the proportion of FOAR cells in Δcac1 URA3-Tel was very low (1.6%, Table
5) demonstrating a loss of silencing phenotype compared to the wild-type strain. However, I
again observed a significant increase (p = 2.0 x 10-4) in %FOAR cells, compared to Δcac1 URA3Tel, with the addition of subtelomeric elements. Meanwhile, the proportion of FOAR cells in
Δrtt106 URA3-Tel was not significantly different compared to the wild-type strain (p = 0.73)
however, the addition of subtelomeric elements in Δrtt106 showed a significant (p = 6.0 x 10-4)
increase in the proportion of FOAR cells, compared to Δrtt106 URA3-Tel (Figure 11).
For all of my strains, including the wild-type strain (p = 0.017), the addition of
subtelomeric elements resulted in a statistically significant increase in the proportion of FOAR
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cells compared to no subtelomeric elements. These results support previous silencing studies
demonstrating that subtelomeric elements Core X and STAR increase telomeric silencing.
4.4

Variegation results with URA3-CoreX-Tel

4.4.1 Active to silent conversions
The active to silent conversions of the variegation assay specifically measure the ratio of
active and silent cells after initial selection for the active state of the reporter gene (using SCura3 plates). For example, the silencing results from Section 4.3 specifically looked at the
proportion of FOAR cells after initial selection on SC-ura3. The variegation assay includes this
information along with the proportion of cells that are URA3+. Together, the %FOAR and
%URA3+ should theoretically equal 100%. Thus the data from the active to silent conversions
stated here will focus on the %URA3+ cells (including any statistical analyses) as the %FOAR
data was already reported in Section 4.3. All p-values for strains transformed with URA3-CoreXTel and compared to the wild-type transformed strains can be found in Appendix F.
When transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel and initially selected on SC-ura3, BY4742
cells did not demonstrate a significant change (p = 0.60) in the frequency of conversions from
the active to silent state, compared to BY4742 URA3-Tel (Figure 10). However, the proportion
of FOAR cells did increase significantly with the addition of subtelomeric elements, as reported
earlier in Section 4.3.
On the other hand, all gene deletion strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel showed a
notable increase in the frequency of switches from active to silent compared to the strains
transformed with URA3-Tel. The proportion of URA3+ cells in Δcac1 URA3-CoreX-Tel was
10.9% (Table 7), which is close to the total of 100% with the addition of the FOAR cells (79.3%).
Meanwhile, the proportion of URA3+ cells in Δsas2 URA3-CoreX-Tel was 67.9%, which is
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almost identical to the proportion of FOAR cells at 67.8% (Table 7). This total exceeds 100% and
suggests technical error might be a contributing factor. Finally, Δrtt106 URA3-CoreX-Tel saw
30% URA3+ cells, which agrees with the proportion of FOAR cells (73.7%) as the combined
total is close to 100%. Though all deletion strains with subtelomeric elements saw a decrease in
the %URA3+ cells in comparison to their respective URA3-Tel counterpart strains, the addition
of subtelomeric elements appeared to have the greatest effect in Δcac1 cells (Figure 10).
Although the addition of subtelomeric elements increased the frequency of switches from
the active to silent state, the proportion of URA3+ cells in Δcac1 URA3-CoreX-Tel and Δrtt106
URA3-CoreX-Tel was now significantly less (p = 2.7 x 10-7 and 4.0 x 10-4, respectively) than
BY4742 URA3-CoreX-Tel suggesting that subtelomeric elements alone cannot restore wild-type
levels of switching in all deletion strains.
4.4.2 Silent to active conversions
For the variegation assay, the silent to active conversions are studied after initial selection
for the silent state of the reporter gene (using SC/FOA plates). Though the variegation assay was
carried out simultaneously with URA3-CoreX-Tel and URA3-Tel, the results from the URA3CoreX-Tel strains were unexpected when the initial selection was on SC/FOA. The expectation
is that strains transformed with a reporter construct will have the ability to grow on both SC-ura3
and SC/FOA plates and that the proportion of cells growing on each type of plate differs only
due to the frequency of epigenetic switching. However, when cells transformed with URA3CoreX-Tel were initially selected on SC/FOA, the majority of these cells were later unable to
grow on SC-ura3 plates (Table 6). This suggests that the cells have completely lost their ability
to convert expression states, which has not been observed previously with the URA3-Tel
construct. The implication from consistently seeing no growth on SC-ura3 plates after initial
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selection on SC/FOA across all of my strains led us to suspect that either the construct had not
integrated into the genome, or that after integration, the construct was somehow lost after
selection on SC/FOA.
Table 6: Number of replicates that grew on SC-ura3 plates after initial selection on SC/FOA
Construct
Strain
BY4742
Δcac1
Δsas2
Δrtt106
URA3-Tel
8/8
5/5
2/8
5/5
URA3-CoreX-Tel
3/13
1/24
0/12
5/16
In all of my deletion strains transformed with the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct, after initial
selection on SC/FOA, the final proportion of FOAR cells was high (close to 100%) while the
proportion of URA3+ cells was 0% for multiple technical replicates contributing to an overall
low average proportion of URA3+ cells (Table 7). Incidentally, previous findings in our lab with
Δsas2 URA3-CoreX-Tel demonstrated the same trend (54). Previous research also noted that
after initial selection on SC/FOA, the final proportion of FOAR cells was close to 100% while the
proportion of URA3+ cells was 0% (54).
Table 7: Average %FOAR (± SD) and %URA3+ (± SD) cells in the variegation assay for
frequency of epigenetic conversions in strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel
Initial Selection on SC/FOA
Initial Selection on SC-ura3
Strain
n
R
%FOA
%URA3+
%FOAR
%URA3+
BY4742
3
41.3 ± 18.6
79.2 ± 14.1
49.1 ± 13.4
60.9 ± 13.9
∆cac1
5
86.0 ± 21.5
3.1 ± 6.9
79.3 ± 13.8
10.9 ± 7.3
∆sas2
4
97.9 ± 4.0
0.0 ± 0.0
67.8 ± 6.1
67.9 ± 11.4
∆rtt106
8
91.7 ± 10.5
6.1 ± 11.3
73.7 ± 9.3
30.0 ± 17.9
To test for the possibilities that my construct had never integrated or that the construct
was being lost after selection on SC/FOA, I used PCR to confirm integration. To do this, I
isolated genomic DNA from two points in the variegation assay; the first was near the beginning
of the assay, and the second was from the end of the assay (Figure 8).
!
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4.5

Confirming positive integration using PCR

Previous practice in the lab has shown that the integration of the URA3-Tel construct is a
highly efficient and reliable event where more than 90% of the cells contain the properly
integrated construct (24). Because of this, PCR is routinely used to test for the presence of
URA3-Tel at the VII-L subtelomere only from the final SC/FOA serial dilution plates, not at an
earlier stage. Any replicates demonstrating a lack of integration are excluded from the final
calculation of the levels of silencing and the rates of epigenetic conversions (24).
After seeing the complete loss of silent to active switches with the URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct, I decided to perform analyses for the integration of both constructs from two points
during the experiment. Colonies were selected from the second SC-ura3 plates and then from the
final SC/FOA plates, after initial selection on SC/FOA plates (Figure 8). The positive integration
PCR test (primers 1 and 2) (Table 4) was conducted for all replicates and the presence of the
1515 bp amplicon was used to infer if integration was successful.
These results showed that the URA3-Tel construct integrated with close to 100%
efficiency in all strains (Table 8) and was still present by the final stage of the assay (data not
shown) implying a stable integration event had occurred after initial selection on SC-ura3.
Table 8: Number of replicates that demonstrated integration from the SC-ura3 plates
Construct
Strain
BY4742
Δcac1
Δsas2
Δrtt106
URA3-Tel
2/2
5/6
3/3
4/4
URA3-CoreX-Tel
3/4
7/12
4/8
4/10
In contrast, URA3-CoreX-Tel did not integrate as efficiently as URA3-Tel, based on the
PCR results from the first point of the assay (Table 8, see example in Figure 12). Additionally,
URA3-CoreX-Tel replicates isolated from the final SC/FOA plates were also tested for
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Δcac1!URA3/CoreX/Tel!

Δcac1!URA3/Tel!
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Figure'12.'Example'of'posi4ve'integra4on'PCR'test'conducted'for'Δcac1'URA3=Tel'and'URA3=
CoreX=Tel'strains.'Genomic(DNA(was(isolated(from(mul5ple(replicates(from(the(second(SC:ura3(
plate(near(the(beginning(of(the(variega5on(assay.(Primers(1(and(2(were(used(to(test(for(posi5ve(
integra5on(and(produced(a(1515(bp(amplicon.(PCR(reac5ons(were(run(on(a(1%(TAE(agarose(gel(
for(30(min(at(120(V.(Lane(L1(denotes(the(1(kb(DNA(ladder.((

integration (data not shown). Similar to URA3-Tel, when integration of URA3-CoreX-Tel was
successful, it appeared to be a stable event. Replicates that did not show integration from both
points were excluded from the calculation of the frequencies of epigenetic conversions (Figure
10).
There were still many replicates in Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106 URA3-CoreX-Tel that
showed 0% growth on SC-ura3 after initial selection on SC/FOA plates. We speculated that
while the construct might be integrated according to the integration PCR test, perhaps the URA3
reporter gene was rendered non-functional due to a homologous recombination event or a
mutation. To test for this, I expanded the PCR analysis to include more primer pairs that test for
integration of the full construct and also added a primer pair testing for no integration.
4.6

Extensive PCR analysis of reporter integration

The genomic DNA that had previously been isolated from the final SC/FOA plates was
used once again with multiple primers to test for full insertion of the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct
at the VII-L telomere, and primers testing for no integration were included as a control. From all
strains and constructs, a sample of 31 replicates was selected for this second round of PCR
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analysis. The sample included replicates that had shown no integration, as explained in Section
4.5. The expected band sizes for each primer pair are indicated in Table 4 and band sizes are also
displayed visually by the PCR primer control reaction (Figure 13).
As summarized in Table 4, primers A and B bind to chromosome VI and amplify the
genomic ACT1 gene. This pair was used for all strains and constructs to confirm the quality of
the genomic DNA for PCR. Primer 1 binds downstream from the genomic ADH4 gene on
chromosome VII. Primer 6 binds within the genomic ADH4 gene, close to the start of the gene
(Figure 9). After homologous recombination with the integrating constructs, the binding site for
primer 6 is abolished as ADH4 is truncated. Primers 2, 3, 4, and 5 all bind within the reporter
BY4742"
Δcac1!!
BY4742"
URA37Tel" BY4742α! CoreX5Tel*! CoreX5Tel*!
BY4742"
A"&"B"!
1"&"4"
1"&"2"!
3"&"5"
1"&"6"
L1""""""""L2"""""""""+""""""""""–""""""""""+"""""""""""–"""""""""+""""""""""–""""""""""+""""""""""–""""""""""+"""""""""""–"""
|""""""""""|"""""""""""|""""""""""|""""""""""|"""""""""""|""""""""""|""""""""""|""""""""""|""""""""""|""""""""""|"""""""""""|""
"""

""3,000"bp"–"
""2,500"bp"–"
""2,000"bp"–"
""1,500"bp"–"
""1,000"bp"–"
""900"bp""
""800"bp""
""750"bp"–"
""700"bp""
""600"bp""
""500"bp"–"
""400"bp""

Figure'13.'Expected'PCR'band'sizes'and'nega9ve'PCR'controls'for'each'primer'pair."PCR"
reac*ons"were"run"on"a"1.5%"TAE"agarose"gel"for"1"hr"at"120"V."Lane"L1"denotes"the"1"kb"
DNA"ladder"and"L2"denotes"the"100"bp"DNA"ladder."Posi*ve"lanes"contain"the"indicated"
genomic"template"DNA"(URA3ICoreXITel"is"shortened"to"CoreXITel)"and"the"indicated"primer"
pairs."Nega*ve"lanes"do"not"contain"template"DNA"but"s*ll"have"the"primers."Primers"A"and"
B"produce"a"444"bp"amplicon."Primers"1"and"2"produce"a"1515"bp"amplicon."Primers"1"and"6"
produce"a"1798"bp"amplicon."Primers"1"and"4"produce"a"2372"bp"amplicon."Primers"3"and"5"
produce"a"1138"bp"amplicon."
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constructs, with 4 and 5 only binding within the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct. Primers 2 and 3
both bind to the URA3 reporter gene, while primer 4 binds to the spacer sequence between URA3
and the Core X element (see Figure 9). This primer-binding site was unique as the primer spans a
portion of chromosome V (where the endogenous URA3 comes from), a portion of chromosome
II (the original location of the Core X and STAR elements in the construct), and also 8 bp of
sequence that was likely introduced for the construction of the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct.
Finally, primer 5 binds to the STAR element and part of the telomeric repeats (Figure 9).
For strains transformed with URA3-Tel, three primer pairs were used: primers A and B, 1
and 2 (the positive control for integration), 1 and 6 (the negative control for integration). For
strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel, a total of five primer pairs were used. In addition to
the same pairs described for URA3-Tel, primers 1 and 4, 3 and 5 were also used, both to check
that the construct was integrated fully and not incompletely due to erroneous integration or
recombination.
In a considerable number of replicates, regardless of strain, I observed that PCR produced
signals from both the positive integration test (primers 1 and 2) and the control for no integration
(primers 1 and 6) (Figures 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21). As all cells in a colony originate from a
single cell, the idea of a mixed population of cells, in which some had the construct integrated
while others did not, seemed unlikely. For this reason, I considered the possibility that I could
have accidently been working with diploid strains rather than haploid.
Each of the tested strains was mated to another haploid strain (Δcac1::LEU2, MATa) in
YPD medium for 4 days and plated on selection plates (see Appendix B for details on the plates).
Only successfully mated strains would be able to survive and grow on these plates. Individual
haploid strains involved in each mating were plated alongside the mating reaction as negative
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controls (Appendix B). All 4 strains BY4742, Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106 successfully mated to
the haploid tester strain and grew on the diploid selection plates. The unmated, individual strains
(including the tester strain) were all unable to grow on the plates (Appendix B). These findings
confirmed that the strains I was working with were indeed haploid.
Ten replicates demonstrating the dual PCR signal were selected and tested once again
with freshly diluted primers A and B, 1 and 2, 1 and 6 to confirm that the dual PCR signal was
not an artifact from the PCR setup. The original results were reproduced in the repeat PCR
(Figure 22). Since these results were reproducible in PCR experiments and my strains were
haploid, the source of the contamination might have been the isolated genomic DNA. Eventually,
the problem was tracked down to possible DNA contamination from the recycled glass beads
that had been used to crush the cells for the extraction of genomic DNA. Follow up PCRs using
freshly isolated genomic DNA showed fainter background PCR signals once the beads had been
treated with 5 M NaOH for 3 days.
Setting aside the PCR replicates that showed the dual integration signal, PCR did not
reveal any signs of homologous recombination events happening downstream from the URA3
reporter. When integration was successful (i.e. BY4742 URA3-CoreX-Tel 2 and Δcac1 URA3CoreX-Tel 2, Figures 14 and 19, respectively), the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct appeared to be
fully intact as primers 1 and 4, 3 and 5 also showed strong signals at the expected sizes. Only
Δrtt106 URA3-CoreX-Tel replicates 1 and 3 (Figure 21) showed unusual band stuttering from
primer pair 3 and 5 however as both replicates also show a strong signal for negative integration,
this data was discounted as unreliable.
Interestingly, strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel and demonstrating a dual PCR
signal showed a stronger signal from the negative PCR (with the exception of Δrtt106 URA3-
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CoreX-Tel 4, Figure 21) while the reverse was true for strains transformed with URA3-Tel, the
positive integration signal was stronger than the negative. This trend was consistent across all of
the strains and was reproduced in the repeat PCR reactions (Figure 22).
Because the genomic DNA tested was isolated from the last step of the variegation assay
and from the final SC/FOA plates, colonies are able to grow on this type of plate even if the
construct is absent. Thus, to test for construct integration efficiency, I decided to repeat the TPE
variegation assay fresh from the beginning and isolate new genomic DNA from the second SCura3 plate and perform PCR analyses at this stage.
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Figure'14.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'BY4742'URA3>Tel'replicate'3,'URA3>CoreX>
Tel*replicates'2,'3,'and'URA3>CoreX>Tel*'replicate'1.!PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!
agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!
bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!
1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!construct!was!successful.!Lane!3!
has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!fragment!as!a!nega)ve!control!for!
integra)on.!Lane!4!contains!primers!1!and!4,!which!produce!a!2372!bp!amplicon.!Lane!5!
contains!primers!3!and!5,!which!produce!a!1138!bp!amplicon.!!
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Figure'15.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δsas2'URA3:Tel'replicates'1,'2,'3,'4,'5,'and'6.!
PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!
DNA!ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!
444!bp!amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!
construct!was!successful.!Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!fragment!as!
a!nega)ve!control!for!integra)on.!!
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Δsas2!CoreX*Tel+2!
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Figure'16.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δsas2'URA3:CoreX.Tel/replicates'2,'3'and'
URA3:CoreX.Tel*/replicates'6a,'6b'(both'were'derived'from'the'same'transformant'colony).!
PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!
ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!
amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!construct!
was!successful.!Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!fragment!as!a!nega)ve!
control!for!integra)on.!Lane!4!contains!primers!1!and!4,!which!produce!a!2372!bp!amplicon.!
Lane!5!contains!primers!3!and!5,!which!produce!a!1138!bp!amplicon.!!
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Figure'17.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δcac1'URA3:Tel'replicates'1,'2,'3,'4,'and'5.!PCR!
reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!
ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!
amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!construct!
was!successful.!Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!fragment!as!a!nega)ve!
control!for!integra)on.!!
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Figure'18.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δcac1'URA3:CoreX.Tel/replicates'1,'3,'4'and'
URA3:CoreX.Tel*/replicate'1.!PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!
Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!
A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!
integra)on!of!the!construct!was!successful.!Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!
fragment!as!a!nega)ve!control!for!integra)on.!Lane!4!contains!primers!1!and!4,!which!produce!a!
2372!bp!amplicon.!Lane!5!contains!primers!3!and!5,!which!produce!a!1138!bp!amplicon.!!
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Figure'19.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δcac1%URA3*CoreX*Tel*'replicates'2'and'3."
PCR"reac*ons"were"run"on"a"1.5%"agarose"gel"for"1"hr"at"120"V."L1"denotes"the"1"kb"DNA"
ladder"and"L2,"the"100"bp"DNA"ladder."Lane"1"has"primers"A"and"B"producing"a"444"bp"
amplicon."Lane"2"shows"the"1515"bp"product"of"primers"1"and"2,"if"integra*on"of"the"
construct"was"successful."Lane"3"has"primers"1"and"6,"which"produce"a"1798"bp"fragment"as"a"
nega*ve"control"for"integra*on."Lane"4"contains"primers"1"and"4,"which"produce"a"2372"bp"
amplicon."Lane"5"contains"primers"3"and"5,"which"produce"a"1138"bp"amplicon.""
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Figure'20.'PCR'analysis'of'
genomic'DNA'from'Δr#106'
URA3:Tel'replicates'1'and'
4.!PCR!reac)ons!were!run!
on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!
hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!
denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!
ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!
100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!
has!primers!A!and!B!
producing!a!444!bp!
amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!
1515!bp!product!of!primers!
1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!
construct!was!successful.!
Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!
which!produce!a!1798!bp!
fragment!as!a!nega)ve!
control!for!integra)on.!
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Figure'21.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'Δr#106'URA3,CoreX:Tel'replicates'1,'2,'3,'4.!
PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!
ladder!and!L2,!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!
amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!integra)on!of!the!construct!
was!successful.!Lane!3!has!primers!1!and!6,!which!produce!a!1798!bp!fragment!as!a!nega)ve!
control!for!integra)on.!Lane!4!contains!primers!1!and!4,!which!produce!a!2372!bp!amplicon.!
Lane!5!contains!primers!3!and!5,!which!produce!a!1138!bp!amplicon.!!
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Figure'22.'Repeat'PCR'of'select'genomic'DNA'samples'that'gave'a'dual'PCR'signal'for'
integra=on'(primers'1'and'2)'and'no'integra=on'(primers'1'and'6).'PCR$reac)ons$were$run$on$
a$1.5%$agarose$gel$for$1$hr$at$120$V.$L1$represents$the$1$kb$DNA$ladder$while$L2$represents$the$
100$bp$ladder.$Lane$1$has$primers$A$and$B$producing$a$444$bp$amplicon.$Lane$2$has$primers$1$
and$2,$which$produce$a$1515$bp$fragment.$Lane$3$has$primers$1$and$6,$which$produce$a$1798$bp$
amplicon.$The$nega)ve$control$reac)ons$at$the$end$of$the$gel$contain$primers$pairs$without$any$
template$DNA.$
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4.7

PCR analysis for integration from SC-ura3 plates

The three mutant strains Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106 were once again transformed with
digested URA3-Tel and URA3-CoreX-Tel, as described in Section 3.5. This time, all plates at
every step of the assay were supplemented with G418 to ensure proper selection of the strains.
From the second SC-ura3/G418 plate, three transformant colonies were re-streaked for each
strain and genomic DNA was isolated from single colonies and tested by PCR.
All PCR primers were re-ordered and freshly diluted using filter tips. A second primer
pair testing for no integration was also ordered (Table 4). This second negative control included
a new primer with a similar binding site to primer 6, but this new site was shifted over slightly in
the endogenous ADH4 gene (Figure 9), and the new primer was named 6a. The expected PCR
band sizes are shown in Table 4 and the positive and negative PCR reactions for each pair are
depicted in Figure 23. For each replicate, primers A and B, 1 and 2, 1 and 6, 1 and 6a were tested
(Figures 24, 25, 26).
This repetition of the assay demonstrated yet again that the vast majority of URA3-Tel
replicates show a stronger signal for the positive control for integration and are in agreement
with previous findings that integration is highly efficient with the URA3-Tel construct. However,
for the vast majority of the URA3-CoreX-Tel replicates (with the exception of Δrtt106 URA3CoreX-Tel replicate 10, Figure 26), the PCR signals for no integration appears to be the stronger
signal as evidenced by both negative controls for integration. These results are in agreement with
the previous PCR findings from Section 4.5, which suggested that URA3-CoreX-Tel integrates at
a far lower efficiency than URA3-Tel. Across all the strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel,
8 out of the 9 individual replicates studied showed no integration. This high incidence of false
positives is far more abundant in strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel than URA3-Tel. The
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interpretation of these results is that cells transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel contain a
significant proportion of URA3+ cells without genomic integration of the construct at VII-L. This
situation differs from cells transformed with URA3-Tel where integration seems to be the major
event that produces URA3+ cells.

Δcac1!!
BY4742!
BY4742!
URA30Tel!
BY4742!
A!&!B!!
1!&!6a!
1!&!6!
1!&!2!!
L1!!!!!!!!!L2!!!!!!!!!!+!!!!!!!!!!!–!!!!!!!!!+!!!!!!!!!!–!!!!!!!!!!!+!!!!!!!!!!–!!!!!!!!!!!+!!!!!!!!!!!–!
!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!

!!3,000!bp!–!
!!2,500!bp!–!
!!2,000!bp!–!
!!1,500!bp!–!

!!1,000!bp!–!
!!900!bp!!
!!800!bp!!
!!750!bp!–!!
!!700!bp!!
!!600!bp!!
!!500!bp!–!
!!400!bp!

Figure'23.'Expected'PCR'band'sizes'and'nega9ve'PCR'controls'for'each'primer'pair.!PCR!
reac)ons!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!Lane!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!
ladder!and!L2!denotes!the!100!bp!DNA!ladder.!Posi)ve!lanes!contain!the!indicated!genomic!
template!DNA!and!the!indicated!primer!pairs.!Nega)ve!lanes!do!not!contain!template!DNA!
but!s)ll!have!the!primers.!Primers!A!and!B!produce!a!444!bp!amplicon.!Primers!1!and!2!
produce!a!1515!bp!amplicon.!Primers!1!and!6!produce!a!1798!bp!amplicon.!Primers!1!and!
6a!produce!a!1348!bp!amplicon.!
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Figure'24.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'A.'Δcac1%URA3*Tel'replicates'10,'11,'12'and'B.'
Δcac1%URA3*CoreXBTel'replicates'10,'11,'12."Colonies"were"selected"from"SC2ura3"+"G418"
plates."PCR"reac<ons"were"run"on"a"1.5%"agarose"gel"for"1"hr"at"120"V."L1"denotes"the"1"kb"
DNA"ladder"and"L2,"the"100"bp"DNA"ladder."Lane"1"has"primers"A"and"B"producing"a"444"bp"
amplicon."Lane"2"shows"the"1515"bp"product"of"primers"1"and"2,"if"integra<on"of"the"construct"
was"successful."Lane"3"has"primers"1"and"6,"which"produce"a"1798"bp"fragment"as"a"nega<ve"
control"for"integra<on."Lane"4"contains"primers"1"and"6a,"which"produce"a"1348"bp"amplicon"
as"a"second"nega<ve"control"for"integra<on.""
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Figure'25.'PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'A.'Δsas2%URA3*Tel'replicates'10,'11,'12'and'B.'
Δsas2'URA3BCoreXBTel%replicates'10,'11,'12.'Colonies)were)selected)from)SC2ura3)+)G418)
plates.)PCR)reac<ons)were)run)on)a)1.5%)agarose)gel)for)1)hr)at)120)V.)L1)denotes)the)1)kb)
DNA)ladder)and)L2,)the)100)bp)DNA)ladder.)Lane)1)has)primers)A)and)B)producing)a)444)bp)
amplicon.)Lane)2)shows)the)1515)bp)product)of)primers)1)and)2,)if)integra<on)of)the)
construct)was)successful.)Lane)3)has)primers)1)and)6,)which)produce)a)1798)bp)fragment)as)a)
nega<ve)control)for)integra<on.)Lane)4)contains)primers)1)and)6a,)which)produce)a)1348)bp)
amplicon)as)a)second)nega<ve)control)for)integra<on.))
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Figure'26."PCR'analysis'of'genomic'DNA'from'A.'Δr#106'URA3,Tel'replicates'10a'and'10b'
(derived'from'the'same'transformant'colony),'11'and'B.'Δr#106'URA3,CoreXGTel'replicates'10,'
11,'12."Colonies"were"selected"from"SC2ura3"+"G418"plates."PCR"reac<ons"were"run"on"a"1.5%"
agarose"gel"for"1"hr"at"120"V."L1"denotes"the"1"kb"DNA"ladder"and"L2,"the"100"bp"DNA"ladder."
Lane"1"has"primers"A"and"B"producing"a"444"bp"amplicon."Lane"2"shows"the"1515"bp"product"of"
primers"1"and"2,"if"integra<on"of"the"construct"was"successful."Lane"3"has"primers"1"and"6,"which"
produce"a"1798"bp"fragment"as"a"nega<ve"control"for"integra<on."Lane"4"contains"primers"1"and"
6a,"which"produce"a"1348"bp"amplicon"as"a"second"nega<ve"control"for"integra<on.""
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4.8

Stability of the undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid

The plasmid containing the URA3-Tel and the URA3-CoreX-Tel constructs is known as a
Yeast Integration plasmid (YIp) due to the fact that the plasmid contains no origins of DNA
replication and no centromeres (75). A YIp can only propagate itself after integration into the
genome and after integration, the construct is highly stable (75). While similar, the key
difference between the URA3-Tel and URA3-CoreX-Tel constructs is the addition of
subtelomeric elements including Core X, which is composed of various DNA elements including
origins of DNA replication. In their normal genomic context, these origins are dormant, but they
can be activated when moved to extrachromosomal DNA (76). Essentially, what I realized was
that this dormant origin of replication could provide a way for the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct to
propagate itself independently of the genome. However, the extrachromosomal persistence of
this construct would be hampered by the absence of a centromeric element, which is required for
high stability of extrachromosomal non-integrating plasmids in S. cerevisiae.
To test the stability of the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid, I transformed Δcac1, Δsas2, and
Δrtt106 with digested and undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel. I also transformed the strains with the
stable extrachromosomal plasmid, pRS316. This plasmid contains a URA3 selectable marker, an
ARS origin of replication, and a centromeric element that enhances its stability during cell
division. Transformants were selected on SC-ura3/G418 plates and colonies were observed after
4 days (Appendix B). The colonies appeared at the same time for both undigested and digested
URA3-CoreX-Tel and were phenotypically indistinguishable from each other.
Three transformant colonies were selected from the undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel and
pRS316 plates to test for plasmid maintenance, as explained in Section 3.12 (Figure 27). The
pRS316 plasmid persisted in approximately 62.4% of the cells across all mutant strains
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(Appendix D). Meanwhile, the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid was not as stable and most cells lost
the plasmid after the same number of generations; only 0.1% of the cells seemed to retain the
plasmid (Appendix D). This observation demonstrated that under non-selective conditions, most
cells lose the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid and that it is poorly maintained within cells. However,
there is a magnified risk in selecting for false positive cells, particularly those initially selected
on SC/FOA as any cells without the plasmid would be able to grow readily.

Δsas2%YPD$+$G418$$

Δr'106%YPD$+$G418$$

Δcac1$SC,ura3/G418$

Δsas2$SC,ura3/G418$

Δr'106$SC,ura3/G418$

CoreX,Tel$

pRS316$

CoreX,Tel$

pRS316$

Δcac1%YPD$+$G418$$

Figure'27.'Yeast'plasmid'maintenance'assay'showing'strains'a9er'20;24'genera=ons'of'non;
selec=ve'growth.$The$three$mutant$strains$Δcac1,$Δsas2,$and$Δr'106,$were$transformed$with$
pRS316$and$undigested$URA3,CoreX,Tel.$Three$transformant$colonies$were$re,streaked$onto$
SC,ura3/G418$plates$before$3$single$colonies$(n=$3)$were$inoculated$for$20,24$generaMons$of$
non,selecMve$growth.$Cultures$were$serially$diluted$and$spoPed$onto$YPD$+$G418$and$SC,ura3/
G418$plates$to$esMmate$the$remaining$proporMon$of$URA3+$cells$(%URA3+).$$
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4.9

Calculated spontaneous mutation rates of various strains

As a side project unrelated to the role of subtelomeric DNA in epigenetic conversions, I
tested the rates of spontaneous mutations in strains that show an altered TPE phenotype.
Previously in this lab, the genetic interaction of RRM3, together with CAC1 and other histone
chaperones was assessed using the TPE variegation assay to study if double deletions
demonstrated a loss of variegation phenotype (77). To complement these studies, I used the
provided strains to determine if elevated rates of spontaneous mutations could be correlated to
these phenotypes. To determine the mutation rates, I used a routine assay that measures the
accumulation of forward mutations in the CAN1 gene (Section 3.11).
The mutation rates for Δcac1 and Δrrm3, strains that had previously shown a loss of
variegation phenotype, were calculated. Additionally, histone chaperones Δhir1 and Δasf1 were
also included along with double deletion strains: Δrrm3Δhir1, Δrrm3Δasf1, and Δrrm3Δcac1. All
mutation rates were compared to the rate for BY4742, the wild-type strain (Figure 28).
As previously reported in the literature (23), I did not see an increase in the mutation rate
of the Δrrm3 strain, however I did observe a significantly higher mutation rate in Δcac1 cells
compared to BY4742 (Table 9). In the past, Δcac1 cells have displayed moderately high
spontaneous mutation rates (24) and my results are in agreement with the literature. On the other
hand, neither Δhir1 nor Δasf1 showed a significantly higher mutation rate in comparison to the
wild-type strain (Table 9).
In addition to Δcac1, the double deletion strains Δrrm3Δcac1 and Δrrm3Δasf1 also
showed significantly higher mutation rates, compared to the wild-type strain (Table 9). The
mutation rates for both the double deletions were also significantly higher than in each of the
single gene deletion mutants. Intriguingly, Δrrm3Δhir1 did not display significantly higher
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mutation rates implying that the deletion of RRM3 and HIR1 together does not significantly
impact genome stability.
Table 9: Forward CAN1 mutation rates (±SD) in single and double gene deletion yeast strains
Strain
Mutation rate (x10-6)*
Calculated p-value
BY4742
1.17 ± 0.480
1
Δcac1
1.96 ± 0.464
0.0291
Δrrm3
1.02 ± 0.683
0.695
Δhir1
0.58 ± 0.272
0.0568
Δasf1
0.888 ± 0.505
0.398
Δrrm3Δhir1
1.59 ± 0.570
0.282
Δrrm3Δasf1
2.90 ± 1.13
0.048
Δrrm3Δcac1
3.54 ± 1.45
0.0183
*Mutation rates were calculated from 5 independent cultures, originating from a single colony
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Figure'28.'Calculated'spontaneous'muta6on'rates'of'various'strains!a9er'20;24'genera6ons.'
Single!and!double!gene!dele-on!yeast!strains!were!grown!for!~20724!genera-ons!before!
pla-ng!2.574.5!x!107!cells!on!both!non7selec-ve!YPD!plates!and!SC7arg/CAN!plates.!
Canavanine7resistant!colonies!counted!on!the!SC7arg/CAN!plates!were!divided!by!the!total!
number!of!cells!plated.!Sta-s-cally!signiﬁcant!muta-on!rates!greater!than!the!wild7type!yeast!
strain,!BY4742α,!are!indicated!by!the!asterisks.,,
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Synthetic versus “native” subtelomere: the scientific problem
The subtelomere is perhaps one of the least understood regions within the genome. Apart
from identifying multiple subtelomeric DNA elements, the mode of action for many of these
elements is still unknown. On the other hand, the effect of subtelomeric DNA elements on
telomeric silencing has already been thoroughly studied. In particular, the Core X element has a
well-defined role as a protosilencer (58) and also as a key docking site for the Ty class of
transposons (78). When subtelomeric DNA elements are tested in various mutant strains that
affect telomeric gene silencing, as a whole these elements appear to dampen or muffle extreme
variations in TPE (52). Past experiments by Power et al. (2011), specifically assessed the impact
of subtelomeric elements on telomeric silencing (epigenetic switches from the active to silent
state), yet the impact of these elements on switches from the silent to active state has never been
addressed before. The focus of my studies attempted to address this important issue.
As mentioned earlier, insertion of the URA3-Tel reporter construct for the TPE
variegation assay eliminates all of the DNA elements found within the subtelomere (47). This
deletion removes a potential confounding variable from the process of epigenetic conversions
that could preclude or disguise the processes that lead to such conversions. However, it also
creates a synthetic situation at the telomere and the level of silencing observed from the TPE
variegation assay may not be a true representation of the TPE phenomenon.
When speaking of a true representation of the subtelomere, an important point to consider
is the definition of a ‘native’ subtelomere. All subtelomeres contain a conserved, but not
identical Core X element. In this aspect, the subtelomere is less conserved than the telomere
itself. Studying telomeres in their true natural state is important but often difficult to accomplish.
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The Core X and STAR elements used in the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct are not native to
chromosome VII-L but are actually isolated from chromosome II-R. Thus, even the URA3CoreX-Tel construct is not a true representation of the native VII-L subtelomere. However,
despite the fact that the subtelomeric elements found in the construct are not identical to those
found in the native VII-L subtelomere, this construct still provides information in a manner that
closely resembles the native subtelomere.
The question of whether or not subtelomeric elements impact TPE has been addressed in
the literature (79) but because no one has successfully studied switches from the silent to active
state, the concept of epigenetic switching is still in need of further research. So long as the native
subtelomere is not fully studied, we cannot completely appreciate the natural phenomenon of
epigenetic switching demonstrated by TPE.
5.2 Loss of variegation phenotypes: Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106
Though the main goal of the research conducted here was to study the impact of
subtelomeric elements on epigenetic switching, the URA3-Tel construct (which contains no
subtelomeric elements) was also used. The TPE variegation assay was conducted in single gene
deletion strains that had previously shown a loss of variegation phenotype. In other words, these
strains (Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106) have all previously shown de-regulation of epigenetic
switching and were reassessed in the research conducted here.
Using the URA3-Tel construct with the TPE variegation assay, I was able to reproduce
the extreme loss of variegation phenotypes observed in Δcac1 and Δsas2, and very moderately,
in Δrtt106. The phenotype seen from Δrtt106 was far milder compared to that of Δcac1 and
Δsas2 but this matches the previous results from our lab. Though the loss of variegation
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phenotype observed in Δcac1 has been reproduced many times now (24, 54, 77), this is only the
second time that Δsas2 and Δrtt106 have shown a loss of variegation phenotype.
A loss of variegation phenotype implies that the specific gene deleted was important for
the process of epigenetic switching. In other words, once this particular gene is deleted, the cells
are impaired in their ability to switch the expression state of their reporter gene, regardless of the
initial expression state of the gene (either silent or active). Using this assay, we can evaluate
candidate genes for their involvement in switching at the VII-L telomere. The loss of variegation
phenotype observed after deleting CAC1, SAS2, or RTT106 suggests that these gene products
could be involved in the process of epigenetic switching.
Recall that at the replication fork, the CAF-1 complex (including the Cac1p subunit) and
Rtt106p are involved in replication-coupled assembly of nucleosomes, using both parental and
new histones (18). Parental histones have specific epigenetic markings that dictate the
compaction behaviour of the nucleosomes and can affect gene expression. Thus, it is tempting to
speculate that the mechanism behind an epigenetic switch may be somehow connected to the
process of DNA replication. Though the exact mechanism of an epigenetic switch is still
unknown, it is clear that in cells where CAC1 or RTT106 is deleted, the switching process is
impaired, severely so in Δcac1 cells and moderately in Δrtt106 cells.
Meanwhile, the loss of variegation phenotype observed in Δsas2 cells is more difficult to
explain. Sas2p is a histone acetyltransferase that specifically acetylates the H4-K16 site and
counteracts the deacetylation of the same residue by the major silencing factor in S. cerevisiae,
the SIR complex (44). The intuitive expectation from deleting SAS2 (an anti-silencing factor)
would be to see an increase in telomeric silencing (epigenetic switches from the active to silent
state) however this was not observed here. In agreement with the literature, I found that deletion
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of SAS2 actually reduces telomeric silencing and the frequency of epigenetic switches from the
active to silent state (24, 52, 54). These paradoxical results are truly challenging to explain and at
this time, I can offer no biological explanation for them based on the experiments conducted
here.
Interestingly, through yeast-two hybrid and coimmunoprecipitation experiments
conducted elsewhere, Sas2p has been found to interact specifically with Cac1p (45). While this
does not offer a substantial explanation for why deletion of SAS2 results in a loss of variegation
phenotype, it does offer a curious correlation as Rtt106p is also known to physically interact with
Cac1p (33). Though it could certainly be a mere coincidence that deletion of CAC1, SAS2, and
RTT106 demonstrated some degree of a loss of variegation phenotype, if the interaction between
the gene products (perhaps mediated by interaction with Cac1p) is necessary for the mechanism
of an epigenetic switch, this offers an intriguing avenue to explore.
Our lab has also observed a loss of variegation phenotype after deleting RRM3, which
encodes a DNA helicase (54). However, whether or not Rrm3p and Cac1p interact is currently
unknown though they both are involved at the replication fork and both bind the DNA sliding
clamp, Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) (77).
In sum, the present study provides additional genetic analysis that implicates the gene
products of CAC1, SAS2, and RTT106 to be involved in the process of an epigenetic switch at the
VII-L subtelomere. However, at this time it is difficult to speculate on a possible mechanism for
an epigenetic switch and how each of these gene products normally contribute to this process. It
is clear that deletion of CAC1 and SAS2 impair epigenetic switching to a greater degree than
deletion of RTT106. Additionally, prior studies have shown that both Sas2p and Rtt106p
physically interact with Cac1p making it is tempting to hypothesize that they could work
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together to carry out an epigenetic switch. Future studies need to identify the exact mechanism
behind an epigenetic switch before we can hypothesize what role proteins may play in this
process.
5.3 Overall impact of subtelomeric elements on epigenetic switching
To study the impact of the subtelomeric DNA elements on epigenetic switching, I used
the TPE variegation assay with a modified reporter construct (URA3-CoreX-Tel) containing the
subtelomeric elements, Core X and STAR. This construct has been previously used in various
strains to study telomeric silencing; that is, epigenetic conversions in which the reporter gene has
switched from its initially active state to the silent state. However, this construct has not been
routinely used to study epigenetic switches from the silent to active state. Here I discuss the
results from both types of epigenetic switches, starting with the results for active to silent
conversions.
5.3.1 Active to silent conversions
With the addition of Core X and STAR, the proportion of cells that had their reporter gene
switch from the active to silent state increased. This increase was observed across all strains
studied (BY4742, Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106) and is consistent with previous studies on
telomeric silencing (52) and TPE (54).
The Core X element itself is a known protosilencer, which was found to propagate the
silencing signal emitted from telomeres. On the other hand, STAR is classified as an antisilencing
region that halts the telomeric silencing signal. Previous data have shown that when both are
present, the effects of the Core X element dominate STAR activity (52). Together, these
subtelomeric elements work to silence the reporter gene and this is in agreement with the TPE
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variegation assay results presented here. Of all strains, the addition of subtelomeric elements
appeared to have the greatest effect in Δcac1 cells.
Though the mechanism of epigenetic switches is still unknown, it is evident that
heterochromatin formation is crucial for epigenetic gene silencing as switches are most
commonly observed in boundary regions between heterochromatin and euchromatin (80).
Heterochromatin formation at the telomeres is under the jurisdiction of the SIR complex but
specific subtelomeric DNA elements are also involved in the recruitment of heterochromatinpromoting factors. Both DNA elements and protein factors seem to be involved in the process of
epigenetic switching though it is difficult at this point to assess which one contributes more to
the process. Notably, in the case of Δcac1, even after the addition of subtelomeric elements, the
conversions from active to silent exceeded those observed in the wild-type strain transformed
with URA3-CoreX-Tel implying that switching in Δcac1 was not restored to normal with the
addition of subtelomeric elements alone. I propose that a balance between specific proteins and
subtelomeric DNA elements may maintain epigenetic switching levels and perturbation of either
of these could explain the atypical levels of epigenetic switching observed from the TPE
variegation assay.
The results from the research conducted here provides additional evidence in support of
the role of subtelomeric elements in propagating the silencing signal and implicates these
elements in epigenetic switches from the active to silent state. Additionally, the research
conducted here was the first to study CAC1 and RTT106 with the addition of subtelomeric
elements. I have partially addressed my overall question on the impact of subtelomeric elements
by demonstrating that these elements promote switches from active to silent as seen by the
increased proportion of cells with a silenced reporter gene. However, in order to fully address my
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overall question, it is also necessary to include these elements while studying epigenetic switches
from the silent to active state.
5.3.2 Silent to active results are deemed invalid
Preliminary results seemed to suggest that the subtelomeric elements caused close to
100% of the cells from all strains to remain stuck in the initial selection state with their reporter
gene silenced. This complete loss of conversion phenotype had not been previously noted in the
lab. Though this finding was startling, it did agree with previous observations in the Δsas2 strain
(54), which at the time had been attributed to a biological phenomenon. It was previously
hypothesized that the addition of subtelomeric elements simply did not affect switches from the
silent to active state and had no impact on the loss of variegation phenotype in Δsas2 URA3-Tel
(54).
However, in the research conducted in this study, a consistent observation was noted
throughout the TPE variegation assay; when using strains transformed with the URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct, after initial selection on SC/FOA plates, the strains were later unable to grow on SCura3 plates. Because I was studying multiple strains and observed this behaviour consistently
from all of them, it raised concern over the legitimacy of the results and whether the reporter
construct had been properly integrated.
The construct must have been initially present in the cells in some form as they managed
to survive two passages of selection on SC-ura3 plates. However, there was uncertainty over the
construct being stably integrated and active after initial selection on SC/FOA. The first
hypothesis was that URA3-CoreX-Tel was lost via homologous recombination after initial
selection on SC/FOA due to the presence of Core X, which has close counterparts at every
subtelomere. To test this, PCR was conducted from two different points within the assay.
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PCR is routinely conducted at the end of the experiment from each type of plate
(SC/FOA, SC-ura3, and YPD) to confirm that the cells contain the integrated reporter construct.
For the research conducted here, in addition to the final SC/FOA plate, an earlier PCR test for
integration was introduced using colonies isolated from the second SC-ura3 plates (Figure 8).
Thus with the first PCR, integration efficiency of the construct could be evaluated, while the
second PCR would determine whether the integration event was stable. Disparities between the
first and second PCRs would indicate whether a second recombination event had occurred.
From the initial PCR tests, there was no evidence to suggest a second homologous
recombination event. It was noted that the integration efficiency was uncharacteristically low in
the URA3-CoreX-Tel strains, especially in comparison to strains transformed with URA3-Tel.
This low integration efficiency was the first indication that most of the URA3-CoreX-Tel
replicates were false positives. PCR was expanded to include additional primer pairs to assess
full integration of the construct and to test the integrity of the URA3 reporter. A negative control
primer pair for no integration was also included.
The results from this second round of PCR showed no evidence of partial homologous
recombination events, and the URA3 reporter appeared to be intact, as observed by the
approximate size of the PCR band. Unexpectedly, the primer pair testing for no integration,
originally intended to be a negative control, showed signals from strains transformed with either
construct, URA3-Tel or URA3-CoreX-Tel. Based on the PCR results, many of the replicates
appeared to show integration and no integration at the same time. Even after repeating the PCR
for a specific number of replicates that demonstrated this dual PCR signal, the trend persisted.
This dual PCR signal was deemed an artifact and was eventually narrowed down to
possible contamination through recycled glass beads during the isolation of the genomic DNA.
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Because of this artifact, there is a good chance that some of the URA3-CoreX-Tel replicates
initially testing positive for integration were actually false positives. This could explain why
some of the bands showed a weaker positive signal compared to others. While this concern also
exists for the URA3-Tel strains, the follow-up tests suggest that the likelihood of false positives
for this construct is low. For this reason, I do not question the outcome of variegation assays with
the URA3-Tel construct.
Strikingly, all strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel seemed to produce a far
stronger PCR signal for no integration. In contrast to this, strains transformed with URA3-Tel
demonstrated the reverse trend; integration showed the stronger PCR signal. This trend was
consistent for the vast majority of replicates. Based on these observations, I concluded that the
stronger signal was likely representative of the true situation and therefore my URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct was not integrating efficiently. This conclusion is made with the considerations that
equal concentrations of genomic template DNA may not have been loaded and primer efficiency
was not optimized.
To confirm that the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct was not integrating efficiently, the
experiment was repeated from the start and genomic DNA was isolated from fresh URA3-CoreXTel transformants from the second SC-ura3 plates to screen for integration. In agreement with
previous data, only a single URA3-CoreX-Tel replicate, across all strains, tested positive for
successful integration while the rest tested negative. By comparison, all of the URA3-Tel
replicates tested positive for integration, with one PCR reaction showing no results and being
discounted due to technical error. The results from this experiment supported the idea of
persisting false positives from strains transformed with the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct.
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One possible explanation for the high incidence of false positives observed with URA3CoreX-Tel is that the construct can replicate and persist without integrating into the genome. The
reporter constructs used for these experiments are cloned into Yeast Integrating plasmids (YIp),
which lack an origin of DNA replication and can only propagate through genome integration.
However, the Core X element contains a dormant origin of replication, the ARS consensus
sequence (ACS). The addition of Core X to the plasmid could convert it from a YIp to a Yeast
Replicating plasmid (YRp), another class of yeast plasmids, noted for their instability after
removing selection pressure. Also, it is known that these chromosomally-derived origins of
replication can fire when moved to plasmids (81). Thus, the Core X element may have allowed
for the persistence of the construct in a non-integrated form.
The offered hypothesis of false positives provides a logical explanation for the unusual
behaviour observed from URA3-CoreX-Tel in the TPE variegation assay. The addition of Core X
also explains why this unusual behaviour was not observed from URA3-Tel. The idea of plasmid
loss after removing the cells from selective pressure is a more likely explanation compared to
consecutive homologous recombination events as originally hypothesized.
Although the plasmid DNA is digested before transformation, because we do not gel
purify the digested integrating fragment, the possibility for re-ligation of the plasmid after
transformation is not impossible, as is the more likely chance that not all plasmid gets digested to
begin with. Future experiments will investigate this as a possible factor for contributing to false
positives through the use of more precise purification methods, such as gel-excision or by using a
third restriction enzyme to further digest the plasmid.
Follow up tests were conducted including confirming that undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel
plasmid could create transformant colonies (Section 4.8) and measuring the maintenance of the
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URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid (Section 4.8). Both tests gave results that supported the hypothesis of
false positives persisting with the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid and are discussed further in Section
5.4.
Overall, the studies observing epigenetic switches from the active to silent conducted
here and in the past from this lab are tentatively deemed credible since the risk for undigested
URA3-CoreX-Tel surviving after initial selection on SC-ura3 is slim. Before initial selection on
SC-ura3, cells are grown on non-selective YPD plates for 2 days. During this stage, cells go
through about 24 generations. By this point, the incidence of false positive colonies from would
be around 0.1% (see results from Section 4.8). During the next step, individual colonies are restreaked onto SC-ura3 plates and in theory, colonies are selected from a pool of 99.9% cells that
have the construct integrated so the odds of selecting false positives are negligible. Also, as
specific cells could still be in the transition process of shedding the plasmid, they may grow
more slowly on SC-ura3 plates in comparison to cells that have the construct integrated. In the
next step, single colonies are inoculated in non-selective liquid media and grown for 20-24
generations. Should there be any remaining cells with the plasmid, they would continue to lose
the plasmid. These specific cells would be able to grow on the final YPD and SC/FOA serial
dilution plates however the odds of any of these cells progressing to this stage are low and even
if any cells managed to produce a colony, these colony counts would not contribute greatly in
altering the trends observed from epigenetic switches from the active to silent state.
However, unlike the active to silent switches, the epigenetic switches from the silent to
active state are completely invalid due to the enhanced incidence of false positives. Most of the
cells have lost the plasmid after 2 days of growth on the YPD plate, but because switches from
the silent to active state are studied with initial selection on SC/FOA plates, this selection
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actually enriches for the cells that have lost the plasmid. These particular cells on SC/FOA plates
would outnumber the cells with their URA3 reporter integrated and silenced and would certainly
misrepresent the proportion of cells with integrated URA3. Subsequent selection on SC/FOA
selects for cells that have lost the plasmid and would thus show no silent to active conversions
because the URA3 reporter construct had never been integrated. As was observed, most cells
(close to 100%) were able to readily grow on SC/FOA plates but none or close to none could
grow on SC-ura3 afterwards. The results from the TPE variegation assay most likely contained
at least some false positives and very few technical replicates. Thus the data presented regarding
switches from the silent to active state was not a true representation of the biological situation at
the yeast VII-L telomere and is discounted as unreliable.
In summary, though the results from the present study cannot address the question of
whether or not subtelomeric elements impact the phenomenon of epigenetic switching, they have
resulted in the identification of a major technical setback in using the TPE variegation assay with
the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct. From these findings, various propositions and a few adjustments
to the TPE variegation assay would allow for this question to be answered.
5.4 Stability and persistence of URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid
To test that undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel could produce transformant colonies, Δcac1,
Δsas2, and Δrtt106 were transformed with digested and undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel in parallel.
Transformant colonies were observed simultaneously for both conditions and in similar
abundance suggesting that URA3-CoreX-Tel could persist in circular form and could create
transformant colonies that would be phenotypically indistinguishable from cells transformed
with digested plasmid. This finding supported the hypothesis that URA3-CoreX-Tel could
contribute false positives.
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The plasmid maintenance assay was conducted for the undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel
plasmid and for a centromeric plasmid (pRS316) as a control, to measure plasmid maintenance
after 20-24 generations of non-selective growth. As expected, plasmid retention was dramatically
lower for URA3-CoreX-Tel, compared to pRS316 demonstrating the instability of the URA3CoreX-Tel plasmid. Approximately 0.1% of the cells retained the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid after
growth in non-selective liquid medium while the remaining cells lost the plasmid.
These findings suggest that the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid is highly unstable and would
be lost at a dramatic rate once selection pressure is removed. On the other hand, the pRS316
plasmid was shown to be far more stable by comparison and this was likely due to the presence
of the centromeric element.
The experiments conducted here support the hypothesis that false positives could be due
to the URA3-CoreX-Tel plasmid persisting in cells and offers an explanation for the unusual
observations from the TPE variegation assay in epigenetic switches from the silent to active
state.
5.5 Implications for RRM3 in genome stability
A separate topic in my studies was the stability of the genome in mutant strains that show
impaired epigenetic conversions. Our overarching hypothesis on the mechanism of these
epigenetic effects suggests that events at a paused replication fork contribute to switching. At the
same time, pausing of the replication fork has been linked to genome instability and high
mutations rates (82). For this reason, I decided to test if mutations that are firmly linked to
epigenetic conversions have an effect on the spontaneous mutation rates in these strains.
The canavanine-resistance assay relies on measuring the mutation rate by observing the
forward mutation accumulation in the CAN1 gene (83). The CAN1 gene encodes an arginine
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transporter protein that can also recognize and transport L-canavanine (supplied in the solid
medium). L-canavanine is a non-proteinogenic amino acid that is structurally similar to arginine
(84). Cells that have taken up L-canavanine use it instead of arginine during protein synthesis,
and this can lead to cell death (84). Cells that have acquired a mutation in CAN1 are impaired in
their ability to transport L-canavanine into the cell and will form resistant colonies on SCarg/CAN plates.
Measuring the accumulation of forward mutations in CAN1 is a way to assess genome
stability. CAN1 is used as an indicator to judge the mutagenicity of a strain after deleting one or
more genes. If a strain with a gene deleted shows a higher mutation rate, that specific gene is
believed to have been important for genome stability.
Here I used this assay to assess the genome stability in 4 single and 3 double gene
deletion strains, specifically Δcac1, Δrrm3, Δasf1, Δhir1, Δrrm3Δcac1, Δrrm3Δasf1, and
Δrrm3Δhir1. The purpose of the research conducted here was to measure the mutation rate after
20-24 generations and compare each to the wild-type yeast strain, BY4742.
In a past study (24), Δcac1 cells showed a modest increase in spontaneous mutation rates.
In the research conducted here, I reproduced this result and additionally observed a significant
increase in the mutation rates of Δrrm3Δcac1 and Δrrm3Δasf1 strains. Interestingly, the
individual genes in the double deletion strains did not show significantly higher mutation rates
when tested in the single gene knockout strains, implying that the specific genes act
synergistically. Even more, studies by other students in the lab have indicated that these two
mutants display significantly slower growth rates and poor fitness. From my results, it appears as
though deleting RRM3 exacerbates mutation rates in Δasf1 and Δcac1 cells, although deleting
RRM3 did not alter the mutation rate in Δhir1 significantly.
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Asf1p and Cac1p (part of the CAF-I complex) are both histone chaperones involved in
DNA replication. Although Hir1p (part of the HIR complex) is also a histone chaperone, it
functions independently of DNA replication. This connection does not explain why RRM3 only
shows increased mutation rates when deleted with another histone chaperone that is involved in
the same area of function, but it provides an interesting hypothesis that RRM3, when deleted with
any replication-coupled histone chaperone, results in a greater degree of genome instability. A
potential next step would be to measure the mutation rates of Δrrm3 in addition to gene deletions
of other histones chaperones (such as Rtt106p) to see if this hypothesis can be further supported.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The TPE variegation assay is an indirect but powerful technique to quantitatively study
epigenetic switching at a specific location within the genome. The true value of this technique is
its ability to evaluate candidate genes for their involvement in epigenetic switching at the VII-L
telomere using the URA3-Tel reporter. With this construct, I was able to confirm the loss of
variegation phenotype in Δcac1 and Δsas2, and see a milder phenotype in Δrtt106.
To enhance these results, future studies should attempt to capture these gene products at
work during an epigenetic switch. Rtt106p and Cac1p are both histone chaperones involved in
replication-coupled nucleosome assembly and could potentially share the same mode of action,
thus future studies should be carried out simultaneously for CAC1 and RTT106. At this time, no
mode of action for SAS2 in epigenetic switching can be offered, thus further studies are required
before a hypothesis can be proposed.
From the research conducted here, I was unable to fully address my original question of
the impact of subtelomeric DNA on the phenomenon of epigenetic switching. However, despite
the encountered setbacks, the question on the role of subtelomeric DNA can be revisited after
optimizing the assay. Here I propose various solutions that could potentially reduce the incidence
of false positives. Since it is still uncertain exactly how the construct is producing false positives,
the proposed methods are not guaranteed to work but instead target the idea that the false
positives are due to extrachromosomal persistence of the construct.
First, a third restriction enzyme could be used to further digest the backbone of the
plasmid and to reduce the likelihood of the undigested plasmid persisting. Second, following the
digestion of the plasmid, gel excision followed by purification of the linearized URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct could reduce the chances of undigested DNA contamination. Third, extending the
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period of non-selective growth after transformation may reduce the incidence of false positives
however caution must be taken for this as the typical phenotypes observed from the TPE
variegation assay diminish after a specific number of generations (24). Fourth, PCR screening
early on during the TPE variegation assay is now critical to check for proper integration in
multiple transformant colonies before progressing with the assay. Screening should include
primer pairs testing for both integration and no integration. Finally, all of these proposed ideas
should be done in conjunction with the other steps to minimize the incidence of false positives.
Although these minor adjustments may help to reduce the incidence of false positives, an
important point to keep in mind is that the frequency of integration with the URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct was far lower than the URA3-Tel construct. This observation could be due to the very
nature of the construct itself and the fact that very similar DNA elements are found at every
subtelomere and may be reducing the efficiency of targeted homologous recombination.
Hopefully the reduction of false positives will produce enough positive integration events to
answer the question of whether or not subtelomeric elements impact epigenetic switching.
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8. APPENDIX
Appendix A: PCR and sequencing primers. Primer sequences (5ʹ to 3ʹ) and respective melting
temperatures for all primers used in experiments outlined in this study.
Primer
A
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
6a

Full Name
ACT1 F
ACT1 R
URA3-Rev-BW
URA3-226R
URA3for2
URA3-Integ-SA-R-New
STAR-SA-R
ADH4-Centromere
ADH4-Centromere-New
pVZfor2

Purpose
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR, Seq
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
Seq

Sequence (5’– 3’)
AGTGGTGGAGAAAGAGTAACCACG
GATGAAGCTCAATCCAAGAGAGG
TTAATTCGTTCGGAAATCAT
CAGCACGTTCCTTATATGTAGC
GGAGACGCATTGGGTCAACA
GTCATACAGATCCGTCGAGG
CACACCCTAACACAATCCTAAC
GGTAGAGAGTCCAAAAGATGTTGG
CTGTATCGAAGCTTATGTTTCC
CCAATGCATTGGCGCCGCGGC

Tm (°C)
66.3
65.1
58.5
60.2
68.4
62.2
59.8
61.3
59.3
83.0

Appendix B: Yeast mating between BY4742, Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106 with Δcac1::LEU2,
MATa plated on diploid selection plates.

Appendix(B.(Yeast(ma0ng(and(diploid(
selec0on(to(conﬁrm(haploid(strains.(
BY4742,'Δcac1,%Δsas2,'and'Δr)106%were'
mated'to'another'haploid'strain,'
Δcac1::LEU2'MATa'before'selec:ng'for'
diploids.'Only'successful'ma:ngs'can'
grow'on'the'selec:on'plates.'Each'plate'
was'sec:oned'into'3;'the'ma:ng'was'
streaked'onto'the'largest'segment'while'
the'individual'strains'were'streaked'onto'
the'other'segments.'For'the'BY4742'
ma:ng,'an'SCHade2/trp1/leu2'plate'was'
used'(top'leK'corner).'For'the'rest'of'the'
ma:ngs'(Δcac1'in'the'top'right'corner,'
Δsas2'in'the'boMom'leK'corner,'and'
Δr)106'in'the'boMom'right'corner),'SCH
leu2/G418'plates'were'used'for'diploid'
selec:on.'
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Appendix C: Transformation of Δcac1, Δsas2, and Δrtt106 with digested and undigested URA3CoreX-Tel, and pRS316.

Δcac1""SC7ura3/G418"

Δsas2,,SC7ura3/G418"

"Δr4106,SC7ura3/G418"

Appendix(C.(Yeast(transforma3on(of(Δcac1,(Δsas2,(and(Δr(106+with(digested(and(
undigested(URA39CoreX9Tel+and(pRS316."Strains"were"transformed"by"electropora5on"and"
plated"onto"SC7ura3/G418"plates"to"select"for"successful"transformants."All"strains"were"
transformed"using"nuclease7free"dH2O"instead"of"DNA"(top"leF"plate)"as"a"nega5ve"control."
For"each"of"the"strains,"the"boLom"two"plates"have"the"label"GF6,"which"represents"URA37
CoreX7Tel."The"digested"URA37CoreX7Tel,(boLom"leF"plate),represents"a"posi5ve"control"for"
the"transforma5on"procedure."Undigested"URA37CoreX-Tel,(boLom"right"plate)"was"used"to"
test"if"the"ARS"consensus"sequence"found"in"Core,X"had"the"ability"to"act"as"an"origin"of"
replica5on"and"allow"the"plasmid"to"stably"replicate,"independently"of"the"genome."Strains"
were"also"transformed"with"pRS316"(top"right"plate),"a"yeast"centromeric"plasmid"that"
contains"an"ARS"element"for"replica5on"and"a"centromeric"element"for"stability"as"another"
posi5ve"control.""

Appendix D: Average %URA3+ (± SD) cells in strains transformed with undigested URA3CoreX-Tel and pRS316 after 20-24 generations of growth in non-selective liquid media
Strain
∆cac1
∆sas2
∆rtt106
Average

!

n
3
3
3

pRS316
%URA3+
63.0 ± 12.3
49.3 ± 12.0
75.0 ± 10.2
62.4%

Undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel
%URA3+
0.1 ± 0.02
0.1 ± 0.1
0.1 ± 0.01
0.1%
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Appendix E: Calculated p-values for TPE variegation assay strains transformed with URA3-Tel.
All strains were compared to the wild-type strain, BY4742.
Strain
∆cac1
∆sas2
∆rtt106

Initial Selection on SC/FOA
%FOAR
%URA3+
0.012
0.011
-5
3.4 x 10
5.2 x 10-8
0.061
0.0012

Initial Selection on SC-ura3
%FOAR
%URA3+
-7
6.8 x 10
5.5 x 10-8
-6
1.1 x 10
5.2 x 10-9
0.73
0.059

Appendix F: Calculated p-values for TPE variegation assay strains transformed with URA3CoreX-Tel*. All strains were compared to the wild-type strain, BY4742.
Strain
∆cac1
∆sas2
∆rtt106

Initial Selection on SC/FOA
%FOAR
%URA3+
0.0032
0.0032
0.0030
0.0085
7.9 x 10-4
0.0019

Initial Selection on SC-ura3
%FOAR
%URA3+
0.0038
2.7 x 10-7
0.049
0.36
1.1 x 10-3
4.0 x 10-4

*Note that the data from initial selection on SC/FOA were deemed invalid due to the possibility of including replicates with no
integration at VII-L. The p-values were still calculated for consistency.!
!
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9. POST-SUBMISSION RESULTS
After the submission of this thesis, I continued working in the laboratory to reduce the
number of false positive transformants found when using the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct. The
following section and subsequent findings were not read by the examination committee but were
presented and discussed during the defense. The general findings from this thesis are briefly
summarized in Table I here before the introduction of the post-submission research.
Table I: General summary of experiments and results from thesis
Experiment
Observation
Mutant strains (especially Δcac1 and
Δsas2) demonstrated 0% growth on SCTPE variegation assay
ura3 and ~100% growth on SC/FOA
using URA3-CoreX-Tel plates after initial selection on SC/FOA.
Initial selection on SC-ura3 did not
appear unusual.
Integration was efficient for URA3-Tel
PCR for integration at
across all strains but less so for URA3VII-L from second SC- CoreX-Tel (especially for Δcac1 and
ura3 plates
Δsas2). PCR bands for URA3-CoreXTel were often very faint.
URA3-Tel still integrated and no signs
Expanded PCR testing of a second homologous recombination
for integration
event for URA3-CoreX-Tel however
(including primers for
almost none of the colonies had URA3no integration) of full
CoreX-Tel integrated. Thus, URA3construct from final
CoreX-Tel construct created more false
SC/FOA plates
positives than the URA3-Tel construct.
PCR for integration
(including primers for
no integration) using
fresh transformant
colonies from second
SC-ura3 plate
URA3-CoreX-Tel
plasmid stability tests

URA3-Tel integrated efficiently in all
strains while URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct did not integrate efficiently.

Undigested URA3-CoreX-Tel could
produce transformant colonies and was
highly unstable after removing selection
pressure.

Conclusion
Construct was improperly
integrated or lost after
initial selection on SC/FOA
due to a second
homologous recombination
event.
Faint bands were probably
due to contamination from
isolation procedure and the
positives may have actually
been false.
False positives could be
persisting due to the
presence of the URA3CoreX-Tel construct in a
non-integrated form, as a
plasmid (contains
subtelomeric origin of
replication).
Supported findings that
false positives were more
abundant with the URA3CoreX-Tel construct.
Implies that the initial
selection on SC/FOA may
have enriched for cells that
lost the plasmid.

Final Conclusion: Reduce the number of false positives for URA3-CoreX-Tel to study switching.
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In an attempt to reduce the number of false positives, a third restriction enzyme, PagI,
was used to cut up the plasmid backbone to eliminate any remaining undigested plasmid.
However, after early PCR screening of transformant colonies from the second SC-ura3 plate, the
additional enzyme did not appear to reduce the false positives nor improve integration.
Still working under the assumption that extrachromosomal plasmid DNA was causing the
false positives, to enrich for stable integration events and circumvent false positives, strains
transformed with the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct were grown in nonselective YPD medium for
an additional 4 days, following transformation recovery. Solutions were plated on SC-ura3 plates
and transformant colonies were re-streaked onto a second SC-ura3 plate before PCR testing for
integration.
Of the 8 transformant colonies tested for BY4742 URA3-CoreX-Tel, 6 colonies
demonstrated proper integration at chromosome VII-L via PCR (Figure I). Meanwhile, 6
transformant colonies were obtained and tested for both Δrtt106 URA3-CoreX-Tel and Δrrm3
URA3-CoreX-Tel, and for each mutant strain, 3 colonies demonstrated integration (Figure II).
Although not used in this thesis, Δrrm3 is an additional strain identified previously in this lab as
showing a loss of variegation phenotype. Finally, despite PCR screening of 22 colonies for
Δcac1 URA3-CoreX-Tel and 12 colonies for Δsas2 URA3-CoreX-Tel, none of these strains
demonstrated integration. As of now and including the previous colonies tested by PCR in this
thesis (using primers for both positive and no integration), Δcac1 URA3-CoreX-Tel has shown
proper integration once (Figure 19, replicate 2) while Δsas2 URA3-CoreX-Tel has never shown
integration at chromosome VII-L.
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BY4742!!
BY4742!!
BY4742!!
CoreX'Tel!2!
CoreX'Tel!3!
CoreX'Tel!1!
L1!!!!!!!L2!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!!4!
!!|!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!

!!3,000!bp!–!
!!2,500!bp!–!
!!2,000!bp!–!
!!1,500!bp!–!
!!1,000!bp!–!
!!900!bp!!
!!800!bp!!
!!750!bp!–!!
!!700!bp!!
!!600!bp!!
!!500!bp!–!
!!400!bp!

BY4742!!
BY4742!!
BY4742!!
CoreX'Tel!6!
CoreX'Tel!7!
CoreX'Tel!5!
L1!!!!!!L2!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!4!
!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!

!!3,000!bp!–!
!!2,500!bp!–!
!!2,000!bp!–!
!!1,500!bp!–!

!!1,000!bp!–!
!!900!bp!!
!!800!bp!!
!!750!bp!–!!
!!700!bp!!
!!600!bp!!
!!500!bp!–!
!!400!bp!

Figure'I.'Conﬁrmed'integra2on'by'PCR'analysis'using'genomic'DNA'isolated'from'BY4742'
URA3CCoreXCTel'replicates.'Colonies(were(selected(from(SC1ura3(plates.(PCR(reac7ons(were(
run(on(a(1.5%(agarose(gel(for(1(hr(at(120(V.(L1(denotes(the(1(kb(DNA(ladder(and(L2,(the(100(
bp(DNA(ladder.(Lane(1(has(primers(A(and(B(producing(a(444(bp(amplicon.(Lane(2(shows(the(
1515(bp(product(of(primers(1(and(2,(if(construct(integra7on(was(successful.(Lanes(3((primers(
1(and(6)(and(4((primers(1(and(6a)(contain(pairs(tes7ng(for(no(integra7on(with(1(and(6(
producing(a(1798(bp(amplicon,(while(1(and(6a(produce(a(1348(bp(amplicon.(%
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A.#
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
B.#

Δr#106!!
CoreX2Tel!10!
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CoreX2Tel!18!
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!!|!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!

!!3,000!bp!–!
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!!700!bp!!
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!!400!bp!

Δrrm3!!
CoreX2Tel!2!

Δrrm3!!
CoreX2Tel!5!

Δrrm3!!
CoreX2Tel!6!

L1!!!!!!!L2!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!!4!!!!!!!!1!!!!!!!!2!!!!!!!3!!!!!!!!4!
!!|!!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!!!!!!!!|!

!!3,000!bp!–!
!!2,500!bp!–!
!!2,000!bp!–!
!!1,500!bp!–!

!!1,000!bp!–!
!!900!bp!!
!!800!bp!!
!!750!bp!–!!
!!700!bp!!
!!600!bp!!
!!500!bp!–!
!!400!bp!

Figure#II.#Conﬁrmed#integra4on#by#PCR#analysis#using#genomic#DNA#isolated#from#A.#Δr#106'
URA3,CoreX,Tel#replicates#and#B.#Δrrm3#URA3ACoreXATel'replicates.#PCR!reac)ons!were!run!on!
a!1.5%!agarose!gel!for!1!hr!at!120!V.!L1!denotes!the!1!kb!DNA!ladder!and!L2,!the!100!bp!DNA!
ladder.!Lane!1!has!primers!A!and!B!producing!a!444!bp!amplicon.!Lane!2!shows!the!1515!bp!
product!of!primers!1!and!2,!if!construct!integra)on!was!successful.!Lanes!3!(primers!1!and!6)!
and!4!(primers!1!and!6a)!contain!pairs!tes)ng!for!no!integra)on!with!1!and!6!producing!a!1798!
bp!amplicon,!while!1!and!6a!produce!a!1348!bp!amplicon.!!
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Using the colonies with confirmed integration, the TPE variegation assay was conducted
for BY4742 URA3-CoreX-Tel, Δrtt106 URA3-CoreX-Tel, and Δrrm3 URA3-CoreX-Tel (Figure
III). In all strains, the addition of subtelomeric elements seemed to restore epigenetic switching
to a 1:1 ratio in which approximately half the cells had their reporter gene silenced while the
other half had their reporter gene expressed; this trend was observed regardless of the initial
selection state (Table II).
Table II: Average %FOAR (± SD) and %URA3+ (± SD) cells in the variegation assay for
frequency of epigenetic conversions in strains transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel
Initial Selection on SC/FOA
Initial Selection on SC-ura3
Strain
n
R
%FOA
%URA3+
%FOAR
%URA3+
BY4742
6
65.8 ± 19.0
39.9 ± 10.0
59.1 ± 16.2
46.5 ± 19.7
∆rtt106
6*
71.2 ± 6.5
64.4 ± 16.5
54.1 ± 8.4
40.5 ± 12.0
∆rrm3
6*
58.8 ± 7.1
57.6 ± 3.0
59.8 ± 7.5
60.1 ± 3.1
*Note that although only 3 transformant colonies (biological replicates) showed proper integration, each of the 3 colonies was
divided into 2 technical replicates for analysis, thus giving a total of 6 entries for the TPE variegation assay.!

The addition of subtelomeric elements, Core X and STAR restored epigenetic switching
almost exactly to wild-type levels in Δrrm3 and Δrtt106 (Figure III) although after initially
selecting for the silent state, the %URA3+ of both strains was significantly greater than the wildtype strain (for all p-values, see Table III).
Table III: Calculated p-values for TPE variegation assay strains transformed with URA3-CoreXTel*. All strains were compared to the wild-type strain, BY4742, also transformed with URA3CoreX-Tel.
Initial Selection on SC/FOA
Initial Selection on SC-ura3
Strain
%FOAR
%URA3+
%FOAR
%URA3+
∆rtt106
0.53
0.014
0.53
0.54
∆rrm3
0.43
0.0063
0.92
0.15
!
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The subtelomeric elements appear to function independently of RRM3 and RTT106 to
maintain wild-type levels of epigenetic switching as the deletion of these genes does not greatly
alter the switching levels compared to the wild-type strain. This finding is important as it implies
that subtelomeric elements work to moderate epigenetic switching levels and the extreme
variations observed using the URA3-Tel construct may not be a true representation of TPE. This
is in line with the results of previous studies that have looked at telomeric silencing of
endogenous subtelomeric genes at various chromosomes (85) and those in which the
subtelomeric elements were included with the URA3-Tel construct (52).
Regarding the difficulties encountered with proper integration of the URA3-CoreX-Tel
construct, the use of the third restriction enzyme and the lack of integration in specific strains
after extended periods of nonselective growth implies that extrachromosomal plasmid DNA is
not responsible for the false positives as previously hypothesized. Although plasmid loss was a
logical explanation for the phenomenon of 0% growth on SC-ura3 plates and close to 100%
growth on SC/FOA plates after initial selection on SC/FOA, this specific explanation no longer
holds true. Accordingly, the findings from the post-submission results imply that the active to
silent switching and silencing results presented in this thesis for URA3-CoreX-Tel are now also
deemed invalid due to the likely possibility that integration had never occurred.
It is clear that the false positives here, colonies with the ability to grow on SC-ura3, are
able to sustain themselves through multiple passages on SC-ura3 and nonselective YPD
medium. However, these false positives are unable to persist after passage on a counter-selective
SC/FOA plate, as demonstrated by the phenomenon of 0% growth on SC-ura3 plates by the end
of the assay. I propose that integration of the URA3-CoreX-Tel construct is occurring elsewhere,
possibly within the subtelomere of chromosome II-R from which the subtelomeric elements Core
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X and STAR found within the construct originate, as this region shares a greater degree of
homology than chromosome VII-L. I also believe that the integration of the construct is not
stable as the construct can be lost after initial selection on SC/FOA plates. This hypothesis could
also offer an explanation for why initial selection on SC-ura3 (to study active to silent switches)
still produces colonies with the ability to grow on both SC/FOA and SC-ura3, despite having no
integration at chromosome VII-L.
The integration efficiency of URA3-CoreX-Tel, unlike URA3-Tel, appears to be strain
specific. The surprising lack of integration observed in Δcac1 and Δsas2 is difficult to explain
though the answer may lie in the field of homologous recombination and repair. A study that
looked at yeast strains and integration using linear constructs with heterologous termini found
that heterologous ends decreased transformation efficiency and that different genetic alterations
could be introduced (86). The introduction of Core X and STAR from chromosome II-R, rather
than chromosome VII-L, could be creating a heterologous end. While the portion of ADH4 in the
construct is likely a strong anchor to chromosome VII-L, the subtelomeric elements and
telomeric repeats may incline integration at chromosome II-R. It is clear that the inclusion of
subtelomeric elements Core X and STAR reduces integration efficiency however why specific
gene deletion strains showed differing degrees of integration for this construct, but not URA3Tel, is more challenging to explain. Future studies looking at other gene deletion strains
transformed with URA3-CoreX-Tel or other complex constructs will need to assess the
homologous recombination efficiency on a strain-by-strain basis.
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